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Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.
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Ali: Office of Presidency to lead by example
Georgetown – Guyana’s President Irfaan Ali’s swore in the rest
of his Cabinet today following the
key appointments he made on
Sunday. He also indicated the Office of the Presidency must lead
by example, and provide the best
service to all Guyanese.
Following his simple inauguration on August 2, Ali then
swore in Gail Teixeira as Minister
of Parliamentary Affairs, and Anil
Nandlall as Attorney General and
Minister of Legal Affairs. Former
President Bharrat Jagdeo was
sworn in as Vice President.
Also, among the other key appointments was former Chief-ofStaff of the Guyana Defence Force
Brigadier (retired) Mark Phillips
becoming Guyana’s Prime MinAttorney General Anil Nandlall (l-r), Vice President Bharrat Jagdeo, Presiister.
Today, Priya Manickchand re- dent Irfaan Ali, Prime Minister Mark Phillips, and Minister of Parliamentary
turned to the government once Affairs and Governance, Gail Teixeira after being sworn-in on August 2.
more in the Ministry of Education, with the portfolio for agri- of staff will work together as a team for the benefit of every
culture going executive member Zulfikar Mustapha. There was Guyanese. He declared the Ministry of the Presidency must
also consolidation of ministries, with a reversion to original lead by example, and it must provide the best possible service
names, a move that saw the Citizenship Department dissolved to all Guyanese. At the same time, Ali cautioned nationals
and reunited with Home Affairs.
against acts of disunity and distrust.
Earlier this week, Ali said his expectation was all members
See Page 9: Jagdeo

www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219
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Padarath dismisses election form challenge

Port-of-Spain – UNC Princes Town candidate, Barry Pada- which is the nomination paper/consent form, [and] which
rath has dismissed plans by the PNM to challenge the legiti- is submitted by the agent if the person is not here,” Imbert
macy of his candidacy, and has described the move as political maintained.
mischief.
He added: “Padarath’s nomination papers were posted up
On Tuesday PNM chairman Colm Imbert said Padarath’s at the office of the Returning Officer and we have copies of
nomination should be deemed invalid
it, so [his] nomination papers utilised the
because the incorrect form was used. Acwrong form, unfortunately.”
cording to Imbert, election rules stipulate
In response, Padarath said his docuthat once a candidate is in the country,
ments were deemed valid by the Elections
form number 37 should be the consent
and Boundaries Commission. He claimed
form submitted to the Returning Officer.
the PNM was trying to “sabotage” him
Imbert said had a PNM candidate made
ahead of the upcoming polls.
an error on the nomination form, the op“This is pure political mischief and desposition would not hesitate to use it to
peration by the PNM. I have been advised
their advantage. Consequently, the PNM
by the EBC that I am the UNC candidate
intends to challenge the validity of Padafor this general election, so again this is
rath’s nomination.
pure PNM machination,” Padarath said.
“I am certain if one of our candidates
On July 6, Chief Elections Officer Fern
had misspelt their name, or inadvertently
Narcis-Scope said Padarath could file his
used the wrong form, or something of that
nominations via an election agent while he
nature, the other side would not hesitate
spends 14-days in quarantine. She said the
to go to court. The whole question of the
Representation of the People Act allows
nomination forms being sacrosanct is very
Padarath to apply to have an election agent
important for our democracy,” he said.
file nomination papers on his behalf.
At the time of filing of nomination pa“There is a provision in the legislation
Barry Padarath
pers, Padarath was in quarantine after refor the filing of nomination papers by an
turning from Florida, and had an agent hand in Form Number election agent. Padarath has no issue, his papers can be filed
38. But Imbert is claiming Form Number 38 is used only when quite adequately on his behalf,” Narcis-Scope said.
a candidate is absent from the country.
She also indicated anyone in quarantine will not be disen“[So] if someone is not in the country, but wishes to be franchised.
See Page 18: PNM - Padarath submitted
nominated as a candidate, then Form Number 38 applies,
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Ali’s Roti Shop
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

Sajad Gulamali

• Auto • Homes/Condo
• Motor Homes • Tenants
•Contractors• General Liability
• Mortgage • Travel • Group
• Term/Whole Life
• Coverage for Uber Driver
• Disability/Critical Illness
• Health/Dental
• Commercial/Business & More
Phone: 416-383-0901
Fax:
416-383-0903
Email: Sajad@pbnet.ca
www.InsurewiseInc.com

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701

Advance Selling System
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House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$1,050,000

$949,000

Rewarding Home

Chairman of the Board

Spacious home in prestigious Castlemore, with 4
bedrooms, 5 washrooms, and a finished basement. Impressive layout with double door entry, 9
feet ceiling, hardwood floors, and fireplace. Neat
bargain!

Grand dble door entry to open/cpt foyer & living
room with 20’ ceiling. A mn flr office, fam. room
with firepl. and large open/cpt kitch. and private
din. area. 4 bdrms with 3 full wshrms on the upr
level & the bsmt is nicely finished, all open/cpt with
furnace located to the corner. It’s yours to discover.

$679,900

$869,900

Ripe for a Deal

A Sizzling Summer Buy!

We invite you to inspect. Features 4 bdrms and
3 baths on the up/flr. The mn flr features 9 feet
ceiling, main flr laundry rm, open/cpt living rm,
a formal dining rm, gourmet upgraded kitchen,
& a family rm with gas fpl. An open unobstructed
basement with the frn to the corner. Smart Buy!

A Bargain! Bungalow with 4 bedrooms on the
same level. Features include granite counters,
carport, a premium lot, and a finished basement
with side entrance. It’s in a prime Toronto location.
Clean and well-presented. A rare find.

$499,900

LD

I love heights. Perched above TO’s skyline, it’s a
love nest. I am sprawling with 2 lge bdrms & off.
so you can work from home. Gourmet kitchen
fully equipped for meal prep. Enjoy swim in pool
or cuddle in open balcony. Take me! I’m yours!

O

Young Condo Awaits You

S

S

O

LD

$559,900
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A bargain! 4 bedrooms! Features include hardwood floors, large kitchen, garage and a premium lot. Located in one of North Etobicoke’s best
neighbourhoods. Call today.

Bring your pocket book. Lovely 2 level town home
with a fenced backyard, manicured courtyard, 3
bedrooms, laminate floors, and a finish basement. Includes fridge, stove, washer, dryer, built-in
dishwasher. A rare find.

$589,900

$839,900
Classic Beauty

Something Affordable
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This Home Needs Work
If you are handy, then this is a bargain. Many builders are rebuilding in the area. With some handy
work, this diamond in the rough can become a
gleaming gem. It’s in a prime location. Act fast.

CANADA

DENTISTRY

Top Guyanese-born scholar elected TWAS Fellow

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

By Adit Kumar
magnetics, Optics, and Electrical Sciences.
uyanese-born Scholar Dr Jamal Deen was recently
Dr Deen has successfully pushed for the interaction of proelected Fellow of The World Academy of Sciences. He fessors and students from different countries from South and
is a Distinguished University Professor (highest rank of Central America. His Mexican Academic colleague noted that
a Professor in a Canadian University), Senior Canada Research Dr Deen’s high-quality personal skills and dedication towards
Chair in Information Technology, and Director of the unique the improvement of other people is his main value. As a person
Micro- and Nano-Systems Laboratory, McMaster University. he has been always helping, supporting, and assisting people in
His election to Fellow status is a clear recmany ways. His support goes beyond the
ognition of his outstanding contribution to
professional area, where mentoring has
science and its promotion in the developbeen always a way of caring for his friends.
ing world. Being elected a TWAS Fellow is
He also stated that Dr Deen is an excellent
a top achievement for scientists who have
mentor, teacher, and supervisor who helps
made exceptional contributions in advancstudents in improving their personal qualing science and technology in the developities, social commitment, and in becoming
ing world.
better people in our current society, which
As written on its website, “TWAS – The
has great needs for socially responsible
World Academy of Sciences for the adpersons.
vancement of science in developing counHis Chinese Academic supporters
tries – works to support sustainable prosstated that for almost three decades, Dr
perity through research, education, policy
Deen has been a significant contributor to
and diplomacy. TWAS is a global science
Chinese science and technology through
Dr Jamal Deen
academy based in Trieste, Italy.”
mentoring researchers and collaborations
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The website adds: “TWAS was founded in 1983 by a distinguished group of scientists from the developing world, under the
leadership of Abdus Salam, the Pakistani physicist and Nobel laureate. They shared a belief that developing nations, by building
strength in science and engineering, could build the knowledge
and skill to address such challenges as hunger, disease and poverty. From the start, the Academy had essential support from Italian scientists and political leaders... TWAS Fellows are some of the
world's most accomplished scientists and engineers, and they are
the foundation for all of the Academy's work.”
Dr Deen becomes the first McMaster professor to be elected
Fellow of TWAS.
The induction ceremony, originally scheduled for the TWAS
General Meeting, was postponed due to COVID-19. Dr Deen’s
nominator is Dr. Ranjan Mallick, Institute Chair Professor.
J. C. Bose, Fellow of the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi,
noted that: “Dr Deen’s research work is a combination of theory
with practice, with theory paving the way for experimental work
and with experiments identifying the limitations of theory and
how to mitigate them with more targeted research work. He anchors innovative, important contributions in analysis and modeling of nanoelectronic and optoelectronic devices and systems in
fundamentals of science by combining science-based and engineering modeling with clever experiments.
“His research productivity and impact in these fields have been
truly exceptional, not only for its originality and rigour, but also
for its blend of theory and practice. In addition, and very importantly, he has focused on solving longstanding research problems
in his fields in engineering science that are of practical interest. Dr
Deen is also well-known as a leader in applied science and engineering, having served as the elected President of the Academy of
Science, Royal Society of Canada between 2015 and 2017.”
Dr Mallick’s nomination of Dr Deen was supported by other academicians from China, India, Mexico, Philippines, and
South Korea. They wrote that Dr Deen is dedicated, enthusiastic
and passionate in assisting and promoting scientific and technical activities in the Caribbean, Central and South America,
and Asia. He has caringly hosted students, researchers and professors from Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela, most of whom have returned to improve the quality of research and education in their
respective home countries.
He willingly served as External Examiner of the undergraduate physics degree program at the University of West Indies,
providing valuable input and guidance for students’ final year
projects as well as on specific subjects in physics such as Electro-

that led to high-quality publications, being a key organiser of
international conferences, delivering special lectures, and holding prestigious appointments at universities.
In recognition of his “outstanding record of research achievements and innovative technical contributions in nano-/optoelectronics, and smart sensors for health and environmental
applications”, he was appointed to nine prestigious positions in
China including the “Bao Yu-gang Chair Professorship” – Zhejiang University, and “Overseas Academic Masters Scholar” – Dalian University of Technology.
For almost two decades, Dr Deen has had very strong collaborations in photonics and in assisting in development of nanotechnology program with colleagues in India, especially at Institute of Radio Physics and Electronics, University of Calcutta.
In 2007, he was the designated Canadian Lead of a “Nanotechnology, Bio-nanotechnology” mission to India to identify some
of the key Indian researchers in these fields for future funded
research collaborations as part of bilateral Science and Technology (S&T) Agreement between India and Canada. He was the
principal author of a Government of Canada commissioned
report providing an overview of the major nano and bio-nano
activities in five selected cities/urban centres in India – Delhi,
Kanpur, Kharagpur, Kolkata, and Pune.
Dr Deen has travelled several times to the Philippines for
discussions with leaders of Philippines National Academy of
Science and Technology and University of the Philippines, on
medical, scientific, and technical issues: in 2016, he delivered
the opening keynote speech on “Smart Sensors for the Grand
Challenges in Health and Environmental Applications,” at the
38th Annual Scientific Meeting of the National Academy of Science and Technology with the theme “Looking Back and Looking Forward”.
That same year, he was also the key panelist at the workshop
on “Biomedical Technologies – Challenges and Opportunities”
at the Philippine Council for Health Research and Development
Conference: Going Global: Increasing International Partnerships in Research and Innovation for Health.
Indo Caribbean World has carried several articles over the years
on the many awards and honors bestowed on Dr Deen. He is truly
a superb role model as an academic and scholar, and one who has
risen from very humble beginnings in Guyana, to the pinnacle of
his profession.
It is quite exemplary that he devotes part of his time for collaborations which enormously benefit students and researchers,
especially in the developing world.

Toronto enters Stage 3 - City urges public to stay safe, healthy

T

oronto entered Stage 3 on Friday, July 31 with the city urging all to continue following public health advice to keep
everyone safe and healthy.
Nearly all businesses and public spaces can gradually reopen,
with workplace safety and public health measures in place. These
are some of the things required as you begin to visit more establishments and take part in more activities.
As of July 7, wearing a mask or face covering is required in indoor public spaces. A mask or face covering is also recommended
outdoors when physical distancing is not possible. Effective August 5, masks or face coverings are also required in condominium
and apartment building common areas.
In-person gatherings for prayer and worship are now permitted. Faith leaders need to consider how and when to re-establish
in-person activities especially among members who are older
and/or have health conditions.
Faith community leaders and organisers are responsible for preventing the risk of infection among staff, volunteers, community
members, and visitors.
Indoor singing and the use of wind instruments (flutes, clarinets,
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saxophones, trumpets, and so on) are suspended.
Also, do not share microphones. Clean and disinfect microphones according to manufacturer’s instructions after each use.
Maximum number of participants for weddings, funerals or
other ceremonies in a place of worship, is 30 percent of the room/
building capacity, or 50 people for outdoor services.
With respect to shopping:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stay home if you are sick;
Wear a mask/face covering if it is difficult to
maintain physical distance and in indoor
public spaces;
Keep a distance of two metres (six feet) from others;
Wash or sanitise your hands often, and avoid
touching your face with unwashed hands;
Keep your trip short and avoid meeting others;
If it looks crowded, come back later;
Limit what you touch;
Consider online ordering, delivery, and
curbside pickup.

Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

Myths, Legends, and Folklore from
the Caribbean and around the world

Kam Ali

Books are available in
both ebook and
paperback formats.
Kamil Ali was born in
Kingston, a suburb of
Georgetown, Guyana
(British Guiana at the
time of birth).

www.amazon.com/Kamil-Ali/e/B00G1FIXAM

www.kamilali.ca/contact

VEDIC BOOKS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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RE/MAX Realtron Realty Inc., Brokerage
Independently Owned & Operated

“With over 20 years of experience serving the
community, I will also help you achieve your
dream of home ownership!”

Experienced Family and Real Estate Lawyer s

CRIMINAL LAW
• Impaired Driving
• Robbery
• Fraud
• Theft
• Assault

Why Rent When You Can Own!
Purchase Your Home in 90 Days

Call VEDA LALL

IMMIGRATION LAW

• Bail Hearings
• Mischief
• Weapons Offences
• Drug Offences
• Young Offenders

• Spousal Sponsorships
• Family Class Applications
• Self-Sponsorships
• Detention Reviews

• Admissibility Hearings
• Appeals
• Citizenship Applications
• Citizenship Appeals

Tel: (416) 234-1446 • Fax: (416) 234-0154
8 Beamish Dr ive, Tor onto, ON M9B 3P3 (Near Kipling Subwa y Station)
www.kissoonlaw.ca • dkissoon@bellnet.ca

416-419-2140

vedas@remax.net • vedahomes.com

Most Productive Agent in Canada!

885 Progress Ave, #209, Scarborough, ON M1H 3G3 • Office: 416-289-3333 • Fax: 416-289-4535

The Indelible Red Stain

Unparalleled
Mortgage Financing Skills

By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

(Lic. #11815)

Refinance, Bruised Credit, Purchase,
First Time Buyers, New to Canada,
2nd & Private Mortgages, & Much More!

www.verenamortgages.com
Veda Lall Owner/Broker
(Lic. #M09001183)

416-419-2140
885 Progress Ave, Unit 315, Scarborough,
Ontario M1H 3G3

Office. 416-289-1383
Fax. 416-289-4535 | 416-431-7447
vedas@rogers.com

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Notable takeaways

W

e wholly endorse the following statement made
by Stabroek News, which was published in its
August 3 leader. Its editorial comment was
made after GECOM’s belated declaration of an elections’
winner on August 2 that finally saw the PPP/Civic legitimately taking up the reins of power:
“Five months of hard struggle for the upholding of democracy will make clear to each and every Guyanese that
no government can disrespect the will of the people, toy
with their legitimate aspirations, or govern in an autocratic or corrupt manner. Those days are gone. They have been
replaced by heightened awareness of the populace, and the
collective principles of good governance that underpin the
comity of nations. Any government oblivious to this function is in great peril.”
Among the resonances from APNU+AFC’s attempted,
slow-motion coup d’état are our caution and awareness of
the coalition’s affinity for an abuse of power, particularly
misuse of the judiciary for voluminous, vexatious, and
frivolous litigation. It will bode well for Guyana’s future as
a fledgling democracy that APNU+AFC’s transgressions,
and ultimately, its failure to overthrow a legitimately elected government, remain permanently seared in our nation’s
consciousness.
Let us never forget as we move forward: it is important that Guyana’s recent electoral history be a reminder
that APNU+AFC’s abuses, notably the deployment of its
agents to blatantly and unethically rig the March 2 polls,
remain a major takeaway for its unsavouriness, ruthlessness, and an illegitimate attempt to retain power.
That APNU+AFC’s thorough disregard for the “will of
the people” extended beyond the homeland should also
remain a notable takeaway – it is reassuring that in its time
of electoral and political troubles, Guyana did not stand
alone.
It is reassuring, too, that as the disregard for the “will
of the people” rippled across the Caricom region and incensed its solicitous leaders, that APNU+AFC’s anti-democratic poisons were noted by nations as Brazil, Canada,
the UK, and the US, with the latter imposing a discomforting corrective via restrictive visa sanctions placed on
major coalition players and its financiers.
The disregard for the “will of the people” also rippled
into our lives abroad. Its spreading toxins were troubling
for decent Guyanese domiciled in our thriving, connected
diaspora, so that we too pushed back against the coalition’s
grab for power as it sought take Guyana back to the darkness of the autocratic, Burnhamite era.
A major responsibility comes with the authority now
invested in Guyana’s ninth Executive President, Irfaan Ali.
While former President David Granger, in one of his last
official, face-saving acts as de facto Head of State, indicated
in a final statement that his coalition remains dissatisfied
with the results of the election, the way forward for President Ali is to not only resume our nation’s interrupted
journey, but to rebuild Guyana on foundations of healing
and unity.
More than ever, it is time for healing and unifying a
divided nation; and even as Guyana recovers, there are
also wounds to be healed abroad. In its death throes, the
APNU+AFC leadership did not hold back its venom, with
core members unleashing vitriol, disrespect, and ad hominem attacks on eminent Caricom leaders who were insisting on a declaration using the verified vote recount. It
means now is also a time for mending fences.
It has never been an easy road for Guyana. With a de
facto government in place since 2018, the nation has been
without a Parliament for over a year; there is no budget for
2020; each new day brings challenges from the Covid-19
pandemic; there is a crisis in its sugar industry, and its incipient oil future needs strong, national leadership.
It is time to put partisan politics behind, and in the
words, yet again from Stabroek News’ leader, “It is now for
men of goodwill and the spirit of magnanimity to prevail,
and for the entire nation to be mobilised to put Guyana
first.”
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‘Nobody loves me…’

rump whined when he trailed Dr Fauci in a poll; petulant complaints come naturally to the morbid narcissist
who puts himself above everything, as he has done consistently for the last five years. I marvel that CNN keeps urging
him to change “towards normal”, when to him his behaviour
is entirely “normal”; he cannot change, barring eons of expert
psychotherapy to re-wire his cerebral circuitry.
As his prospects for re-election dim, Trump’s impatience
to regain America’s dominance surges, and with
it, Covid-19. He now talks of postponing or rigging elections, and rejecting unfavourable results.
A true rigmarole! I wonder whose role it would
be to do the rigging without sinking his ship, as
Guyana’s Mingo and Lowenfield did Granger’s?
On August 2, Granger’s opponent, Irfaan Ali, was declared
the new President of Guyana, after a stand-off of 152 tense days,
accomplished by the world’s foremost ‘rigonometricians’, Guyana’s PNC. Perhaps Trump’s Committee to re-elect Trump in
November (CRETIN!), can, for a few visas, get expert advice
from them, avoid their pitfalls, and buy a year or two, if defeated.
Trigonometry deals with triangles. ‘Rigonometry’ with circles and imaginary numbers; it was perfected in Guyana (population under 800,000) by the late Forbes Burnham, Granger’s
mentor – narcissist and megalomaniac, like Trump – founder
of the PNC; he applied the method successfully in five Guyanese elections between 1968 and 1989, reaching perfection in
a 1978 referendum in which he triumphed, getting 97.09 percent (419,936) of votes cast; there was a negligible vote against,
2.91percent (8,956), and 2,228 invalid.
See how elegantly the figures were constructed, the mark
of the true professional! No clumsy round numbers, no exact
percentages, the final result obliterating the opposition. The
method has been on extended show since Guyana’s March 2
elections, which the PNC lost, but which they managed to delay
announcing the results of for 152 days, enabling multiple shifts
of assets, and so on, a world record for delays, surely one for the
Guinness Book!
It was exactly what CRETIN had begun to research ever
since Trump started saying that he wouldn’t accept a loss, and
slammed mail-in voting, Covid-19, Congress under-funding of
elections to delay the outcome, and so on.
APNU’s weakness was that it conceded, but that was inevi-

table, as it was bankrupt, with backers defecting like scared rabbits, not something that credit supremo US would suffer easily.
The APNU principles are worth copying, even though messily applied at times, painting many loyal operatives in nasty
colours, from the fringe to the centre of wrongdoing. It’s over
for now until the next leg of the method, the election petition(s)
Granger will surely launch to maintain the unrest.
Trump’s big obstacle to engaging the PNC was their undisguised “blackness”, down to APNU’s American
yes-men, Hakeem Jeffries and Yvette Clarke,
Brooklyn’s Democratic Congressmen. (Trump
Mohan
Ragbeer thought Jeffries was Muslim and Clarke a US
birth of convenience, thus he could deport both!).
He agreed, however, once re-assured that he
would have no contact with APNU, only their method; (Granger should make sure that it’s patented, as Americans patent everyone else’s property, idea, or invention promptly, and worry
about lawsuits after; see what they’ve done to the property of
Indians, native Brazilians, and innumerable American, African.
and Australian aborigines?).
CRETIN is aware of Guyana’s background, since the CIA
had been an instigator of its expertise in ‘Rigonometrics’, with
baby steps in 1968, and the full monte in 1973, when even my
nine year old son voted from his elementary school in Jamaica;
in fact, my household supplied ten votes, of which only I had
a connection with Guyana, long terminated by the very man I
elected! Mind you, it’s not as if I knew, or any of the 243-odd
people on the UWI campus who voted PNC in 1973!
Note that Granger, although no longer commander-in-chief,
retains the influence to hobble the new government through
his “friends” in the Army, Police, Special Forces, and anything
moving or stationary that is armed.
So CRETIN would heed the advice of these trend-setters,
consultants extraordinaire, the real thing, impressed with how
effectively the tactics of flooding the courts with frivolous and
vexatious complaints delayed outcomes.
We feared an Army take-over, as happened in several African
states in the past 30 years. Instead election petitions will point the
way and indicate what is useful. Pointless appeals, as by PNC lawyers for Jones et al, which even I had concluded, like the Appeal
Court, were “frivolous and vexatious”, lost them credibility. Now,
heaven help the judges, and the PPP/Civic. I hope their security is
tight. They must keep a low profile, “stan’ saffry” in rural dialect.

Toiling in the shadows to hold up the world

M

y dear but now departed colleague loved his job as a
journalist as much as an audience. He thrived when he
was the centre of attention, all eyes tightly focused on
his lengthy, gesticulating fingers, his listeners captivated by each
word that came out of his mouth. At the same time, while he loved
capturing an audience, he also loved to be in the surge of a crowd.
I watched him soak-in the beach-goers during an office “outing” one day, quickly putting his
Romeo
warmth and charisma to work on his receptive auKaseram
dience. It also meant the most competent among
us, being mere wordsmiths, could only watch him
from the distance “working the room”, co-opted as
we were as barely-competent kitchen-hands, forced to make-do in
the makeshift area set up as a temporary kitchen.
It meant reluctantly helping with the cooking, even as the tantalising ocean beckoned, to produce a large pot of starchy, but remarkably tasty soup, while desperately trying to keep the sprinkles
of wind-lifted sand from over-seasoning the open, roiling pot.
My dear colleague avoided our makeshift kitchen and its uneven, shifting sand underfoot as if he had been handed an assignment to cover a minor government official opening a new landfill.
Instead, he loped off, claiming the need for a quiet jog to work up
the appetite for food, drink, and general amusement.
I watched him disappear into the sunlit, rolling sands, agilely
avoiding the ocean with careful stepping as little sea-tongues were
beginning to lick the gritty sand up the beach in the eternal, haunting rhythm of the tides. But it was not a quiet, uninterrupted “getaway” run for my dear colleague.
Mere minutes into his jog, and he was already wading deep
into an oncoming tide of beach-goers, his well-known newspaper and television face attracting adulating attention. Stranded,
we watched him as we toiled away under coconut trees precarious with dried coconuts overhead making ready to descend on an
unwary head. It was strenuous activity for our appropriated group
of editors, grumpily forced together into a cohort of peelers, shredders, and choppers to encourage team-work and camaraderie.
So as my colleague basked in the warmth of a growing circle of
admirers, we who were the hewers of wood, and drawers of water
in the media house, struggled together as we hefted bags of potatoes, yams, sweet potatoes, and what felt like 100 pounds of a tuber
so slimy, sticky, and itchy with starch, that it quickly turned an
indigo blue right after immersion into the boiling water.
In the distant beach, my dear colleague was already into the
swim of things, so to speak. Right away he had a wave of admirers

lapping at his feet, eagerly drinking in each revelation he made
about his fascinating job, his elegant fingers working the keyboard
like a virtuoso.
No doubt about it, his admirers were also complimenting him
on his widely-read columns, edited by yours truly, but who was
now unfortunately distracted in my search for a bandage, having
clumsily nicked a finger with a deceptive knife. Of
course, being journalists shaping public opinion,
hopefully for the betterment of mankind, and not
boy scouts, no one thought that something would
have to be repaired, or to pack bandages.
Perhaps, as always happens when writers meet
admiring readers, my dear colleague was making mental notes for
his next column from all the well-intentioned advice that springs
eternally from engaged readers longing to influence public opinion, who are looking forward to being quoted at length, and who
believe what they say is good enough to be put in a publication.
As he reported afterwards, he was told by one reader: “You
must write about this government minister! All he know to do is
thief. Day and night. I don’t know how the government work is
getting done with all this corruption in the place.”
I said, “You can’t help your popularity. You have a great team
grooming your image.”
In hindsight, it seems my satirical response could have been
among the reasons why the higher-ups had forced our editorial
team from the safety of the office and out into the sunshine, where
its light was highlighting the wind-laced surf. We were told to enjoy each other’s company, despite having to toil in front of a superhot, wood-burning, and dangerous cooking fire.
Since the event was an office endeavour to encourage comradeship, my dear colleague chose to go high and not to notice my
lowly rancour. He ignored my cutting repartee, instead noting
with one raised eyebrow the bandage on my finger from the nick
of the knife, the wound stinging each time it was dipped into the
ubiquitous sea-water.
He boasted, “It always happens whenever I go anywhere. I could
go by the parlour to get a piece of cake, or to the Central Bank
to change US ten dollars. I always meeting somebody I know; or
somebody knows me. I know half of the country, and the other
half knows me.”
I could see out of the corner of my eye the raised eyebrows, and
a roll of an eye or two, from my colleagues. Another group looking on was perhaps wondering why I was stirring this shiny pot,
and not the one bubbling like a caldron with its potage of starches.
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A victory for Guyanese people, the law

Dear Editor:
For a country with all the resources with
In a dramatic development which saw the which we are blessed, this is a national disgrace,
restoration of constitutional order five months even allowing for the pandemic which continto the day after the March 2 elections, Dr Irfaan ues to wreak havoc across our country, and
Ali, presidential candidate of the PPP/C, was particularly in the hinterland communities.
declared as President by GECOM and sworn in
It is as much a failure of governmental policy
by the Chancellor of the Judiciary as the ninth as it is of our society that we subject so many of
President of Guyana.
our own people – our long-suffering women,
I extend sincere congratulaable-bodied men and intellitions to him.
gent children – to live in such
The five months have been a
inhumane conditions.
period that tested our people,
Immediately, President Ali
our society, our institutions,
and his team, which I hope
including our courts at home,
will be inclusive rather than
and the patience and tolerance
exclusive, must pursue social
of the international commuand economic programmes
nity abroad. During that time,
under which no one goes to
feelings have hardened and the
bed without a shelter, wake
language, which pervaded the
up without hope, pass a meal
national and social media, has
time without food, and spend
at times been vulgar, irresponthe day without the opportusible, racist, and misogynistic.
nity of education and work.
But we have to take comfort
We have not had a Parliathat, in the end, good sense
ment for over a year, and a
Christopher Ram
prevailed, and we have surbudget presentation for more
vived relatively intact as a society.
than 18 months. Let us take whatever lessons
The divisions wrought by the delay, and the that period, and those experiences have taught
activities during the past five months, will be us.
hard to heal, but heal them we must. More than
The main one, of course, is that the ballot
for any individual or party, this is a victory for box is a crucial, but only one element of demodemocracy, for the people, and for the rule of cratic governance. There must be a place in our
law. I believe that this message
society for the likes of Lincoln
is as relevant to the PPP/C as
Lewis, David Hinds, and Stanit is to the APNU+AFC Coaliley Ming, who will have distion.
covered when they woke up
In an earlier letter, I wrote
this morning that the sky had
that our country has changed
not fallen, that the country has
governments twice in five
not been taken over by alien
years, compared with twice
monsters.
in 51 years before that. That
They will soon realise that
is an achievement of which
if there is one lesson that the
all Guyanese ought to be
PPP has learnt over the past
proud, despite the events in
five months, and hopefully the
the courts, which need no refive years it was in opposition,
counting, at least not at this
is that Guyanese no longer
time.
have the tolerance for governLet us build on that
mental excesses and abuses,
Bharrat Jagdeo
achievement by continuing
for patronage and privileges
to hold President Ali and his government ac- for friends and supporters.
countable and responsible. No longer must
We all deserve to be treated equally, and we
State assets and property be used in the crude must remind President Ali of the sacred oath
manner in which the Chronicle and the NCN he took [on August 2] before the whole world,
have been misused, particularly since the No that he would “bear true faith and allegiance
Confidence Motion. That must be brought to to the people of Guyana … without fear or faan immediate end.
vour, affection or ill will and … [that he would]
The challenges facing the new administra- honour, uphold and preserve the Constitution
tion are formidable, and require each of us to of the Co-operative Republic of Guyana”. That
make our contributions to a Guyana that is holds as well for his Prime Minister, and all his
proud, free, democratic, and fair to all its citi- ministers.
zens.
To former President David Granger, he did
On [August 1] I accompanied the Hare the right thing eventually, and I extend to him
Krishna movement as it engaged in food dis- my best wishes in whatever he does for the retribution on West Demerara. I felt personally mainder of his time. And to Dr Bharrat Jagdeo,
ashamed that I live in a society in which adults congratulations on leading your party back into
and children, without Covid–19 masks, and government. But note that the work expected
some with runny noses, join lines to get a box of you by the nation, now begins.
of food.
Christopher Ram via email

A

t the 1988 York University Conference presented by the Ontario Society
for Studies in Indo Caribbean Culture, I took a number of photographs
relating to that 150th anniversary celebration of the Arrival on Indians
in the Caribbean.
They are photographs of the conference at York University with Dr Cheddi Jagan as the Keynote Speaker and of the Downtown Toronto conference with Mr
Basdeo Panday as the Main Speaker.
I am also in possession of about 30 audio recordings of all the conference
presentations.
Interested individuals and researchers wishing to access any of these materials may contact me directly for copies.
My email address is: va7vrc@telus.net.
Vince Ramcharan, BC, Canada

Hera Nandlal

5,000 jobs in one sector by the stroke of a pen.
In a boldfaced stunt and effort to save grace,
they feverishly seek to pave overnight the dilapidated roads we were forced to traverse for
years, sometimes endangering our very lives.
This is insulting.
Campaign rhetoric and bombardment seek
to “confuzzle” our cognition. But as our Prime
Minister, Dr Keith Rowley, had put it, ‘Anytime
a government resorts to blaming the opposition for it’s failure to deliver on their mandate
and their responsibilities to the people, it is
a clear sign that they have accepted that they
have outlived their usefulness”.
We are still fortunate in [Trinidad and Tobago] to have the privilege to vote democratically, so in spite of Covid-19 precautions, please
grasp your opportunity by the hook or the
crook.
Alton Daniel, via e-mail
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Decision day August 10 for T&T nationals

Dear Editor:
[On August 10] citizens will have that golden
quinquennial opportunity to choose at the ballot box who will be the custodian of our State
resources, and thus oversee the management of
our country to determine our quality of life.
Intrinsically, we will also choose to retain or
discard our sitting MP based, hopefully, on the
representative’s performance.
We would have noted any who have feathered the nests for themselves, family, and
friends to the tune of millions of taxpayers’ dollars. Many live in posh neighbourhoods, drive
expensive cars, and hardly ever visiting constituents to listen to their problems. One MP in the
South is famous for surrogate representation.
MPs cannot divorce themselves from the
suffering of constituents and devastation of
communities because of the actions of the leadership, as in the case of the annihilation of over
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•
•
•
•
•

Chet Sharma
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Ask Jay...

T&T politics must address youth health

Dear Editor:
Which political party in Trinidad and Tobago will talk about investing services and monies into the development of our youth? It is less
than a week to the general election and I am
yet to hear of plans or agendas from any forum
which can support our young people to ensure
that they reach their full potential and help to
build a sustainable and inclusive society.
Which party will also take action to address
the mental health crisis and the needs of our
youth, as the fallouts due to the present pandemic
result in serious changes that are affecting them
at psychological and socio-economic levels?
Youth unemployment rates are rising and
there is a wave of hopelessness among our
children and adolescents, which is leading to
increased levels of alcohol and drug use and
abuse, anti-social behaviours, mental health
problems and suicide, self-harm, eating disorders, and depression.
Have the recent protests both globally and
locally, mostly fuelled by the rage and frustrations of young people, taught us nothing? More
than 70 percent of the calls to the Crisis Intervention Team, Association of Psychologists
hotline in the past few weeks have been made
by parents seeking help for their teenage and
young adult children. Their mental health issues range from severe depression, apathy, and
hopelessness to attempted suicide, self-harm
,and substance abuse. And yes, unfortunately,
there have been suicides.
Research shows that for every teen suicide
there are another 200 or more teens who are
struggling with depression, ADHD, addictions
or schizophrenia. Suicide most often occurs
when mental illness – and the conditions that
place children and teens at risk for mental illness
– are not addressed.
It is therefore crucial to instil hope in our
young people, and to build an awareness of the
many solutions to their problems. Which political party will face these challenges and address
the issues in a proactive, goal-oriented way?

Compared to adults, young people are especially at risk of creating vulnerabilities or developing mental health disorders as they face many
new pressures and challenges in their daily lives.
On an individual level, mental health problems can have deteriorating effects on young
people’s social, intellectual and emotional development and consequently on their future
(World Health Organisation).
Furthermore, there are close links between
child and adult mental illness, and the presence
of mental illness during childhood may lead to
up to ten times higher costs during adulthood.
In addition, which programmes are directly
aimed at our young men to help to alleviate the
related issues of mental illness? Young men are
less likely than women to seek professional help
for depression, substance abuse, and stressful
life events. Youth programmes have been too
few in addressing this chronic need and many
tend to be deficit-oriented, emphasising youth
problems and a skewed focus on what is wrong
with our young people rather than what is right.
Therefore, it is important to focus on preventive programmes that can lead to positive changes in the psychological and behavioural adjustment of adverse childhood experiences, and
increase the academic performance and cognitive skills in young people as proactive strategies
to prevent mental health problems in adulthood.
Mental illness in young people is an urgent
public health issue that is not significantly addressed in this society. Vote for and lobby for
the inclusion of these programmes in the political agendas. The political and economic gurus should realise that the talent and energies
of our young people are necessary to transform
the country, and if this is to happen, there must
be meaningful dialogue and strategic action towards a long-term investment in their future.
I do not want to see young people standing
around on the political platforms only. Let me
hear about the plans to address the rising rates
of mental illness in youth.
Dr Margaret Nakhid-Chatoor, Psychologist

Dear Editor:
The Stabroek Block was described as, “an extraordinary world-class asset” in a recent investor
conference call by John Hess, Chief Executive Officer of Hess Corporation. He then stated, “Nothing competes with it in the industry”.
Hess made his comments during an investor call that included analysts from some of the
world’s biggest investment banking firms such as
Goldman Sachs and J.P. Morgan Chase. A seasoned executive with decades of experience in the
oil industry, Hess cannot throw out meaningless
statements in a period where Hess Corporation
depends on investment banks for survival.
J.P. Morgan Chase recently provided a (US)
$1B loan to Hess Corporation in the second quarter. This loan was provided during a period of turmoil that saw billions of dollars of write-downs in
oil assets from some of the largest oil companies
in the world such as Total and Chevron.
Why the investment banking confidence in
Hess? If you are going to have someone invest
your money, you want to ensure they return
your principal and give you a return on your
principal.
Hess Corporation has demonstrated it is a
prudent investor by hedging over 80 percent of
their crude production for 2020. Hence, their
sale price for the hedged crude will be at (US)
$55/barrel at a minimum. The breakeven price
for Liza-1 is $35/barrel. The hedging was a prudent move given that oil hovered around $20/
barrel only a few months ago.
One could say that Hess and his company
were lucky, and Guyana unlucky not to hedge.
But Hess Corporation made some other shrewd
moves in March and April when oil was toeing
the $20/barrel line for Brent crude. Hess Corporation chartered three large crude carriers
to store millions of barrels of oil during those
months. Hess Corporation will deliver its first
batch of the stored crude in September to China. And it expects to sell the remaining barrels

by the end of the year.
The current price of Brent crude is approximately $43/barrel, more than double the
lows from a few months ago. Given that Hess
Corporation had already had 80 percent of its
production hedged, it is notable that Hess Corporation even went further to extract as much
value as it could in turbulent times.
It was reported in the press that Guyana received $55 million for its first million barrels of
oil earlier in the year, but only $35 million for
its second million barrels. That is a $20 million
difference, an approximately 35 percent drop in
just a few months.
Why didn’t the government employ a similar strategy of hiring crude carriers to store oil
for later resale? Guyana received $35/barrel
for the second batch of oil. Given the price of
Brent crude is around $43/barrel today it may
have secured a few more million dollars for the
Guyanese people by employing a storage tactic.
It is well known in the oil industry that shale
oil companies need oil between $40 to $50 a
barrel to survive. One of the world’s biggest producers, Saudi Arabia, needs oil near $80/barrel
to run the country. The world’s key producers
cannot sustain selling at $20/barrel or even $35/
barrel.
The government must have realised how unlikely it was that price of crude could stay at $20/
barrel or $35/barrel when so many oil producing countries started to make significant cuts to
production to boost prices. Did the government
look at alternatives instead of selling the oil immediately?
Why sell in a market crash? Especially, when
the resulting proceeds are inaccessible by the
government. That is not prudent investment behaviour. We should learn a few strategies to maximize the revenue from our oil by observing the
actions of experienced players in the oil game.
Darshanand Khusial, on behalf of Oil &
Gas Governance Network

Use better strategy for Guyana’s oil sales
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Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

CMHC forecasts major drop in house prices

C

anada Mortgage and Housing Corporation is a branch of the government that
acts as Canada's national housing agency with a precept to help Canadians
access affordable housing options. According to CMHC, the pandemic is affecting the housing market, and home prices may drop as much as 18 percent over
the next year.
Many businesses are still closed, some permanently, resulting in major job losses.
Approximately 25,000 immigrants migrate to Canada each month. Immigrants would
either buy or rent their first home, resulting in higher home prices and escalating rent.
With Covid-19, immigration has stalled, and with travel restrictions and social distancing, tourism has suffered. Thriving businesses, such as Air B&B, are feeling the bite.
Over 500,000 homeowners have taken mortgage deferrals, buying themselves six
months of time. Soon those six months will be over, and many will be forced to sell
their homes. The negative financial undercurrent is strong, and home prices will begin
to tumble. CMHC recently changed its underwriting policies for insured mortgages in
order to reduce risk.
CMHC’s CEO, Evan Siddal, mentioned that “Covid-19 has exposed long-standing
vulnerabilities in our financial markets, and we must act now to protect the economic
futures of Canadians”. As of July 1, CMHC has limited the Gross/Total Debt servicing
ratios to 35/42. In this case, a family who earns a gross income of $100,000 can use
a maximum of $35,000 to pay for their mortgage and property tax yearly. The total
payment for mortgage, property tax, and other debts must not exceed $42,000. With
the new guidelines, at least one borrower must have a credit score of 680 and above.
“These actions will protect home buyers, reduce government and taxpayer risk and
support the stability of housing markets while curtailing excessive demand and unsustainable house price growth,” according to Evan Siddall.
June was hot for real estate, partly because many buyers were in a rush to beat the
CMHC deadline. Many sellers have postponed their decision to sell because of the
pandemic. The lack of fresh supply in the industry has once again created an atmosphere for bidding wars. This is not sustainable. By September, many families will be
at the end of their ropes. The combined effects of job loss, deferred mortgages, drop
in immigration, lack of new foreign students, an ailing tourist industry and seasonal
workers, will result in a massive increase in vacant rental properties. The financial
dam will break, creating an avalanche, and home prices will crash.
There are many Covid-19 vaccines on trial. When the pandemic subsides, the
economy will rebound. It is estimated that the drop in home prices will be short lived,
lasting only six months to a year. Some people may not recover financially, while others will stay afloat. There are always opportunities in a declining market.
First time buyers should be patient. It is best to work with a Realtor and get approved for a mortgage. Then, look at various options. Sally, a first-time buyer, could
afford to buy a home for $400,000. Her first choice was Toronto. However, she could
not find a home within that price range. She chose to buy a newly-built detach home
within her budget out in Barrie. This decision was easy because she has the ability to
work from home. Natasha, on the other hand, had to postpone her buying and wait
for a price correction.
Those who are selling and buying can also plan their move accordingly. In a declining market, it’s best to sell first with a long possession date, and buy later. This way,
a seller can take advantage of the lack of inventory and sell at a higher price. With a
long possession date, sellers wait for prices to drop before they buy. It is advisable to
ask for a strong deposit. This will deter buyers from walking away from a contract in
the event the market collapses. Some sellers choose to sell with a quick closing date
and rent back on a month to month basis. By doing so, they know that their home is
sold and their money is secured in their account.
Investors can benefit as well. Sofia took a line of credit on her current home. She
plans to use a portion of the funds to buy an investment property when the market
changes. Her philosophy is: “Buy when everyone wants to sell, and sell when everyone wants to buy.”
This pandemic is a turning point in human civilisation. It is certain that we will
experience more outbreaks. Social distancing will make homes in the suburbs more
demanding than crowded condos. Now more than ever, the best investment on earth
is earth.
Jay Brijpaul
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Caribbean Region Reacts to the August 2 Declaration of Guyana’s Elections

Time to put Guyana first - Stabroek News

O

Statement by Sir Ronald Sanders

T

he result of the March 2 elections, announced
five months after they were held, is a triumph for
democracy in Guyana.
That it has taken so long and put the Guyanese people through so much emotional distress and tension, is
most unfortunate.
But we must be thankful that the process has been
peaceful so far, and look forward to wise heads continuing to prevail on all sides.
Guyana now stands on the cusp of a much-improved
economic future, with all the social benefits that should
flow to all the Guyanese people.
I congratulate President Irfaan Ail and the PPP/Civic
for their success at these elections. But the result should
not be an occasion for triumphalism by the PPP.
Instead, it should be regarded as cause for celebration
by all of Guyana, as the country takes its first steps up
the ladder of expectation of a new prosperity in which
every person in Guyana must be included.
There are, of course, many disappointed APNU-AFC
supporters. This happens in every contest. However,
there need not be absolute winners and absolute losers.
In the coming weeks and months, the new PPP administration should establish modalities for participation in all government institutions by each ethnic
group, so that none feel neglected or left behind, and
all become involved in charting the nation’s future and
building it.

n June 11, 1963, at the height of civil rights unrest in
Also to be recognised are all those persons who night after
the US not unlike what it is experiencing today, then night guarded the containers with ballot boxes as if their lives
President John F. Kennedy uttered the following words depended on it. Those ballot boxes contained the truth of the
in an announcement calling for nationwide participation in ad- elections, and enabled the successful conclusion of the recount.
dressing what he described as the moral crisis: “In a time of do- The dozens who worked together each night despite the Covmestic crisis, men of goodwill and generosity should be able to id-19 restrictions have done a great service to their nation by
unite regardless of party or politics.”
way of their heightened consciousness of their role in the deThose words are apt as Guyana emerges from a five-month- mocracy project.
old crisis which had its proxiNot to be forgotten are
mate genesis in the motion of
the thousands of polling day
no confidence of December
workers who discharged
21, 2018. As protracted as it
their functions professionwas the Gordian knot was
ally at 2,339 polling stations
cut in a series of fast-moving
on March 2, dozens of whom
events [August 2]. It is now for
then undertook the painstakmen of goodwill and the spirit
ing recount of the ballots. The
of magnanimity to prevail, and
dozens of party agents who
for the entire nation to be moparticipated in the recount
bilised to put Guyana first.
must also be congratulated.
The major responsibility
The Caribbean Communow rests with Irfaan Ali, who
nity stood resolutely and
was [on August 2] sworn in as
squarely on behalf of democthe ninth Executive President
racy here, and in so doing has
of the Republic of Guyana at
helped to cement its bond not
the Arthur Chung Conference
only with Guyana, but with
Centre. His running mate at
the Guyanese people. All of
the March 2 elections, former
the skepticism that attended
n a time of domestic crisis, men of goodwill and genGuyana Defence Force Chief
Caricom’s past with elections
erosity should be able to unite regardless of party or
of Staff, Brigadier Mark Philin Guyana was dissolved by
politics - JFK
lips, was sworn in as Prime
the determined positions takMinister, along with several members of the Cabinet.
en by its immediate past Chair, Barbadian Prime Minister Mia
Just prior to the swearing in, former President David Grang- Mottley, and the current Chair, St Vincent and the Grenadines
er, in one of his last official acts released a statement in which he Prime Minister Ralph Gonsalves.
conveyed respect for the “declaration”, while signaling that his
Caricom rode to the rescue of democracy here by clinching
coalition remained dissatisfied with the results of the elections. the pivotal agreement for a recount and after the scuttling of the
Importantly, he urged his supporters to “to continue to conduct first mission, managing to mobilise the three-person team of
themselves in a lawful and peaceful manner”.
Sylvester King, Deputy Supervisor of Elections of St Vincent and
The belated declaration yesterday by GECOM Chair, Justice the Grenadines; Cynthia Barrow-Giles, Senior Lecturer in the
(Ret’d) Claudette Singh of the results of the recount of the elec- Department of Government at the University of the West Indies,
tions was an outstanding victory for democracy here, in Cari- and John Jarvis, Commissioner of the Antigua and Barbuda
com, and further afield. It was a triumph for every single man, Electoral Commission to perform as scrutineers. They underwoman, and child in the country. Enough cannot be said about took their work sedulously, and presented the magisterial report
the array of men and women of determination who stood up which enabled [the August 2] declaration.
for the cause of one person-one vote, to ensure that Guyana reAt all stages of the elections and when it mattered most, the
mained in the realm of democratic nations, and did not suffer OAS, the US, the UK, Canada, and the European Union played
for long the slings and barbs of being a pariah state.
pivotal roles in ensuring that those entrusted with upholding deAmong those who should be specially commended are the mocracy and democratic values did just that. The country and
dozens of media workers across the spectrum who helped the Guyanese owe a debt of gratitude to them.
public to understand what transpired on the hustings, on pollFive months of hard struggle for the upholding of democracy
ing day, and in the five long months since March 2. They did will make clear to each and every Guyanese that no government
this with verve, and at great risk to their safety and well-being can disrespect the will of the people, toy with their legitimate
– particularly during the arduous 32-day recount – and with aspirations or govern in an autocratic or corrupt manner. Those
unremitting dedication.
days are gone. They have been replaced by heightened awareness
of the populace and the collective principles of good governance
that underpin the comity of nations. Any government oblivious
to this functions in great peril.
people had spoken and their will ought to have been recogReturning to office after five years on the opposition benches,
nised.
it is the expectation that the PPP/C and President Ali will govThe bulk of this ugly stand-off was taking place at the height
ern with humility and recognition of the need to bridge yawning
of concerns in the region about the presence of the Covid-19
divides that have historically bedevilled this country, and which
virus across the world. Guyana, among other Caricom member have been deepened in recent months. Without a Parliament for
states, was battling with its own efforts to manage the spread
more than a year and no budget for 2020, the country also faces
of the virus, with the closure of its borders, and the heavy
the severe challenges of Covid-19, the immiserising of working
restrictions on public gatherings, in like manner as with other
people, a crisis in the sugar industry and a plenitude of chalcountries.
lenges in the oil industry. There is only one way to govern: put
All through this ordeal, the people of Guyana would have
Guyana first and to reach across all divides.
known of times past in which political differences between
(Editorial courtesy Stabroek News, Guyana, August 3)
their respective parties led to disturbances on the streets.
Too much has been riding on the country’s rise from those
State of the Art
troubled times, and its emergence into more peaceful and cordial political rivalry among the two major political vehicles, for
them to have fallen away from that commitment to the peaceful
transfer of power.
The transition from one government to the other on [August
2], five months to the date of the election, speaks powerfully of
the road ahead for a society in which there has been no parliament for some 19 months.
It recognises as well the extent to which the country, which
is now the focus of huge international interest because of
newly-found hydrocarbon reserves, needs a reset towards
We will beat any written quote Best Price Guaranteed
promise and progress.
As belated as this moment now is, it remains a situation in
which all is well that ends well.
Onwards now to a new chapter in the further development
of a critical member-state in the integration movement that is
Caricom.
38 Thornmount Dr, Unit 16, Scarborough, ON
(Editorial courtesy Trinidad Express, August 4)

I

Sir Ronald Sanders is a veteran Caribbean diplomat. He has
written extensively over the last five months urging respect
for democracy and the rule of law in Guyana. As the Dean of
the Caribbean Ambassadors at the OAS, he was influential
in maintaining the organisation’s role in the Guyana elections’ process and its aftermath.

Forebearance wins out in Guyana - Trinidad Express

I

t is a testament to the deep forbearance of the majority of
the Guyanese people that they stayed fully trusting their
political and judicial systems in what has been a testing
ordeal.
That an announcement was made on [August 2] at long
last, and the country now has in place a new government after
five months of post-election tension, is great news for a people
waiting to exhale since March 2.
That a new president was sworn in to office three hours
after that declaration was made speaks loudly to the need for
the society to get going again after such a period of prolonged
uncertainty.
We well recall that the process had been frustrated, days
after the election, when vote counting in the last region to be
verified, Region Four, had to be suspended. Then there was the
attempt by the Chief Elections Officer at [GECOM] to disenfranchise some 115,000 votes from the original count. We recall
the agreement by then incumbent president, David Granger,
and the leader of the opposition to jointly abide by the results
of a recount. But then that got pushed aside because of actions
filed by supporters of the then ruling coalition.
The matter reached all the way to the CCJ, Guyana’s highest
court. But the CCJ’s decision to have GECOM CEO follow a
procedure which had the effect of honouring the original recount results was again the subject of further legal manoeuvres
by persons acting on behalf of the ruling APNU+AFC coalition.
In what appeared to have been an unprecedented series of
developments, at least two sitting Caricom leaders, a group of
internationally recognised academics, a host of international
bodies, and several governments, all concluded the Guyanese
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GUYANA

Jagdeo heads transition
team as PPP/Civic takes
reins from APNU+AFC

Charles Ramson Jr

Priya Manickchand

Deodat Indar

Sonia Parag

New faces in PPP/Civic government

Georgetown - There are new faces in Guyana’s Parliament
following President Dr Irfaan Ali swearing in members of his
Cabinet today.
Earlier this week, Ali promised his government will have
some fresh and new faces.
Among the new ministers are Minister of Culture, Youth and
Sports, Charles Ramson Jr. He is a recent graduate from the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, with a Masters of Science degree
in Oil and Gas Engineering.
Attorney-at-Law Sonia Parag, is now the Minister of Public
Service, while Susan Rodrigues is a Minister within the Ministry
of Housing and Water, with Colin Croal in the role as substantive minister.
Hugh Todd, Assistant Dean in the School of Entrepreneurship and Business Innovation, University of Guyana, is now the
Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Former parliamentarian, Vickram Bharrat, has been appoint-

Juan Edghill

Vickram Bharrat

ed Minister of Natural Resources. Kwame McCoy, who worked
as Head of the Press and Publicity Unit at the Office of the President under then President Bharrat Jagdeo, became Minister
within the Office of Prime Minister.
The former President of the Georgetown Chamber of Commerce and Industry Deodat Indar was appointed Minister within the Ministry of Public Infrastructure.
Nigel Dharamlall, who has served as a Parliamentarian, is
now Minister of Local Government, while Zulfikar Mustapha is
Guyana’s Minister of Agriculture.
Dr Vindhya Persaud is Minister of Social Protection, and
Priya Manickchand returns as the Minister of Education.
Dr Frank Anthony is Guyana’s Minister of Health, with Pauline Sukhai the Minister of Indigenous Peoples Affairs, while
Robeson Benn heads the Ministry of Public Security.
Former Junior Finance Minister Juan Edghill was appointed
Minister of Public Infrastructure.

Vindhya Persaud
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Kwame McCoy

Irfaan Ali

Mark Phillips

From Page 1
It was also revealed that Jagdeo will head the transition
team overseeing the PPP/Civic as the party takes the reins
from the APNU+AFC coalition.
While Jagdeo has taken up a major responsibility with
the new government, he said he was reluctantly returning
in an official capacity.
“Frankly speaking, I did not want to [take up the post]
…maybe I wouldn’t have… had we had an immediate transition,” he said.
He added: “But given the reality of what took place, the
pandemic, and then the collapse of economy, and this attitude of bullyism, I think the experience I have must be
deployed in a formal way…”
Jagdeo served as Guyana’s President from 1999 to 2011.
The way forward now will be one that creates an environment conducive to all nationals working together,
Jagdeo said.
He also lamented Guyana’s recent, troubling history,
saying, “It didn’t have to be this way; we could have had a
transition to a new government based on the results of the
elections five months ago, and create an atmosphere that
could have been conducive to working together.”
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New govt begins tackling Covid-19
Georgetown – A day after being sworn in
as Guyana's new President, Mohamed Irfaan
Ali held a meeting with officials of the National COVID-19 taskforce at the Arthur Chung
Convention Centre to address Guyana’s Covid
-19 situation as a matter of urgency.
President Ali was joined by Prime Minister
Mark Phillips, VicePresident
Bharrat
Jagdeo, Police Commissioner (ag) Nigel
Hoppie; the Guyana
Defence Force Chief
of Staff (ag) Brigadier
Godfrey Bess, and
Deputy Chief Medical Officer Dr Karen
Boyle, among other
Dr Karen Boyle
stakeholders.
President Ali had an interview that was
streamed live in which he expressed concerns
over the deadly impact the infectious disease
has had on the country’s economy.
He said that members of his administration
have already held discussions with the appropriate personnel on the best approach to tackling the pandemic. He supported the call for
rapid testing for the coronavirus in those areas
most affected by the disease.
“We have to move quickly to have more testing done, comprehensive testing in key areas.
Every day you get up, you see a variation in the
number of cases – one day there is no report
and another day, there are 12 new cases. That
in itself tells you that something is wrong in the
system, and that there is need for rapid testing,”
he said.
According to Ali, another important aspect
in addressing the pandemic is to develop an effective reopening strategy.
“The task ahead is how we transition to reopening, and I want this to be a national transition. So, we will be calling all the stakeholders,
the manufacturing sector, the private sector, the

financial sector, the working sector, to address
the situation as a whole. We will be asking them
to come up with protocols and measures which
they see as effective in reopening and returning
the country to some amount of normalcy,” he
said to stakeholders.
As part of the plan, Guyana is expected to
benefit from supplies by the Caribbean Disaster Emergency Management Agency, an interregional supportive network of independent
emergency.
A total of 46,250 rapid testing kits, along
with 200,000 surgical masks and other items
are expected in the country today.

GDF stays apolitical

Shiv MiSir
Broker MvA ABr

905-477-0011 (W)
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905-477-6839 (F)
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Email

smisir@rogers.com
Website
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Georgetown – Chief of Staff (ag) of the Guyana Defence Force (GDF) Brigadier Godfrey
Bess on Monday reaffirmed the Force’s commitment to serving the country under the leadership of the newly elected President of the Cooperative Republic of Guyana, His Excellency
President Dr Irfaan Ali.
In his address to officers and ranks of the
GDF, Bess reiterated that as the Guyana Defence Force has done in the past, it will continue to do, and that is, “to serve the State and
the people of Guyana under its Commander in
Chief President Dr Irfaan Ali.”
He added: “It is important that I remind you
at this time that the Guyana Defence Force is,
and will remain, an apolitical national institution, and therefore will continue to uphold this
noble and exemplary position of service to the
Guyanese nation and all her people.”
Furthermore, the acting Chief of Staff recommitted the services of the GDF in the carrying
out of its constitutional mandate in an effort to
defend the nation’s sovereignty, and to ensure
the development as a safe and secure place.
In closing, Brigadier Bess commanded ranks
and officer of the GDF to continue upholding
their allegiance to Guyana as they provide service of the highest quality to the nation.

Thinking Of Buying Or Selling?
Call Me First For “Service Beyond The Contract”!

SCARBOROUGH
Immaculate, expensively upgraded home with high end
finishes, shows 10+! mn floor 9’ smooth ceilings, Brazilian cherry hardwood flrng throughout, Cir oak staircase,
new paint, restained cedar deck, plaster crown moulding, LED potlights,
year round hot tub jacuzzi, encl front porch
(appx 200sf), spacious
fin cold cellar, large
open balcony on 2nd
floor, insulated attic,
new furn, roof (2018),
$75,000
200 amp circuit breaker, fluted columns,
Over
niche, plus many
Asking more upgrades!

D
L
SO

Prof fin basement
Highest
with separate
Price
entrance, bedroom,
custom kitchen,
Sold in
washroom, open
Area
layout. Walk to TTC,
mins to shopping,
schools, parks and trails, etc. No sidewalk. Extras include: all upgraded elfs, custom shutters, drapes, CAC,
GDO, CVAC, water softener, sec system and cameras,
HWT (own), all appliances.

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY
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DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

Greetings to the
Hindu Community
on the Auspicious
Occasion of
Janamashtmi

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO AUGUST 18, 2020
GUYANA PRIDE
VERMICELLI

GLORIA SWEETENED
CONDENSED WHITENER

$119 each
FRESHLY FROZEN
KATAHAR/CHATAIGNE
(Weekly from Guyana)

2/$300
WEST INDIAN QUEEN

FULL RANGE OF DRIED FRUITS FOR
BAKING, COOKING SWEET DISHES SUCH
AS KHEER & MAKING VARIOUS DESSERTS

Low Price
GUYANA EDDOES

CREAM SODA or LEMONADE

$2099 case

Low Price

AVAILABLE

PUJA FLOWERS

AVAILABLE
GREEN BUXTON
SPICE MANGOES

AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
EXCELLENT FOR CURRY

PUJA SARJAM: SHIVA •
LAKSHMI • DURGA • HANUMAN

RADHA KRISHNA GHEE

$3799 each

Low Price

SNAPPER HEAD

FLORIDA HASSAR

$799 lb

$600 each

POMEGRANATE

99¢ each
WIRI WIRI PEPPER

AVAILABLE

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
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NUTRAMENT • PEANUT PUNCH

$2400 case
BLUE PLASTIC BARRELS

$2500 each

PUJA ITEMS

Super Summer Sale!

Regular $2499. Now:
6 Pcs Solid Wood Queen Size Bed Set

9
9
3
1
$

Includes: Queen Bed+Dresser+Mirror+Night Stand

Regular $699. Now:

2 Pcs Sectional Suite with Cup Holders

$299

3 Pcs Power Recliner with Sofa Suite
Available in Blue or Brown

Regular $699. Now from:
Canadian Made Ottomans

$299

Various Styles & Colours

$499

Available in Grey & Black

Regular $3999. Now:

3 Pcs Fabric Recliner Sofa Suite

$999

Available in Grey & Brown

Queen Size Jumbo Pillow Top Mattress

Regular $999. Now:

Regular $1499. Now:

Regular $999. Now:

5 Pcs Dining or Pub Set

$599

Available in Grey or Brown
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$219

Regular $399. Now:
Modern Glass Coffee Table

$199

Financing Available • 12 months • No Interest • No Payment

Two Locations To Serve You Better
2575 Steeles Ave E, Unit #14-17		
Brampton ON L6T 5T1			
TEL: 905-790-0560 			

FAX: 905-790-3702

customerservicestephensfurniture@hotmail.com
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•

While
Suppli
es
Last

6 Marconi Court
Bolton
Ontario L7E 1H3

TEL: 905-951-9394

www.stephensfurnitureltd.com
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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OUR ENVIRONMENT

In our daily lives, a river runs through it
Givers of life, we need to treat waterways with kindness
T
By Dhanpaul Narine
he rivers of the world are dying. Each day tons of waste
are dumped in rivers. As the waterways groan and belch
under the weight of garbage and chemicals, official action
takes the form of lip service. Communities suffer and the planet
gets closer to the day when the wheels will grind to a halt.
In June 2015, the waters of La Pasion River in Guatemala were
covered with dead and poisoned fish. It was found that the river
was contaminated by malathion, an agricultural insecticide that
is said to be 100 times more poisonous than sewage. The community that is affected is Sayaxche where oil plantations occupy
large tracts of land.
The local community has been adversely affected as a result. In
what has been described as an ecological disaster, many fisherman
“are embroiled in conflict and the La Pasion River has lost its crabs
and xixi or blue fish.” The cause for the pollution has been placed
on Reforestadora de Palma de Petén S.A., an African oil plant that
is located upriver. Poverty has hit the area and a fisherman has
summarised the feeling of the community, saying, “I only know
how to fish. The poison that fell on the river nine months ago
continues to harm us. We are all turning against each other and
the fish is gone. But what’s worse, we’ve lost our dignity”.
The same can be said about the Citarum in Indonesia. This
is the largest river in the country, and over 30 million residents
rely on it for agriculture, domestic, and personal use. But rapid
industrialisation has meant expansion of the textile industry.
In 2014, it was estimated that over 200 textile factories were
lining the banks of the Citarum. One report says that “the dyes
and chemicals used in the industrial process – lead, arsenic and
mercury amongst them – are churned into the water, changing
its colour and lending an acrid odour”.
The Citarum is one of the most polluted rivers in the world,
with dead fish and a carpet of debris and junk accounting for
much of its contamination. China, too, is a major player in the
pollution of its rivers. The United Nations reported that enormous stretches of its rivers cannot be used anymore “either for
drinking, fishing, farming or even in factories”. The first sign of
civilisation in Northern China started around the Yellow River,
but the river has become polluted in recent years. According to
the River Conservation Committee, 4.3 billion tonnes of polluting effluent were recently tipped into the river.
It appears that the Yellow River in only one in a series of rivers
that is being polluted in China. In 2013, Chinese farmers dumped
6,000 pig carcasses in the Huangpu River. A sample of the water
found porcine circovirus that was caused by intestinal fluids, blood
and other pollutants of the dead pigs and which ‘could alter the
taste and color of tap water.’ By the end of 2013, the Fuhe River in
China had problems of its own.
There were tons of poisoned fish in the river. This occurred as
a result of the discharge of high levels of ammonia in the river by
a local chemical plant. The samples indicated that the ammonia
density was 196 milligrams per liter that was in excess of the
national standard.
The Niger Delta is a recent newcomer to the horrors of pollution. The Delta is the biggest oil-producing region in Africa. Shell
operates 5,000 kilometres of pipeline and since 2007 it is said that
there were at least 1,700 oil spills. The situation in the Niger Delta
is a classic case of the multinational claiming to follow the rules,
but is in effect flouting them. In November 2015, the Nigerian
Center for Human Rights and the Environment stated that,
“the quality of life of people living surrounded by oil fumes, oil
encrusted soil and rivers awash with crude oil is appalling, and
has been for decades”.
What has been the response of Shell to the criticisms? Shell
says that it has addressed the oil spills, but it has not provided
details. Amnesty International said in 2015 that certain areas
remain “heavily polluted”. It gave the example of Ogoniland
where the late Ken Saro-Wiwa led a mass movement against the
military in his State. Saro-Wiwa was protesting against the pollution in the State, and was also calling for political independence.
The UN, in a study, concluded that “the Ogoni people live
with pollution 365 days a year”. It added: “Children born in
Ogoniland soon sense oil pollution as the odour of hydrocarbons
pervades the air day in, day out."
In Kerala, India, there is the statement that “a poisoned river
means a dying population”. Kerala is one of the most densely
populated places in the world with a population growth rate of
14 percent in 2010. The rivers of Kerala are said to be polluted
from industrial and domestic waste. The industries discharge
hazard pollutants such as “phosphates, sulphides, ammonia, fluorides, heavy metals and insecticides into the downstream reaches
of the river”. The industrial belt of Eloor is described as one of
the world’s toxic hot spots. A Greenpeace study shows that on an
island in the Periyar river, unchecked pollution has resulted in
diseases like cancer, congenital birth defects, bronchitis, asthma,
and stomach ulcers.
Brazil seems to have a non-policy towards its rivers. Many
have been poisoned to accommodate the miners, much to the
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Reflections of women are distorted by debris floating on the Ganges river (Rajesh Kumar Singh/AP)
opposition of the native Indians. In November 2015, mud and
iron ore residue were found in the Rio Doce, and the water
turned brown. The area is known for its humpback whales,
dolphins, and turtles. Oxygen levels were reduced by 50 cubic
meters; mining waste, plant and animal life were devastated.
This led Brazil’s environment minister to call the spill “the worst
environmental disaster in Brazil’s history”.
It is easy to think that poisoned rivers occur only in poor
countries. In the US three million gallons of water were released
by the Environmental Protection Agency in the Animas River
in Colorado, turning it into sickly orange color. This occurred
in the summer of 2015, and it was stated that the “lead level of
the released water was at least 12,000 times higher than normal
and also contained extremely high levels of beryllium, mercury,
cadmium, iron, copper, zinc, and arsenic”.
This pollution has affected the life of the Navajo Nation, and
what was disturbing was that the slick of poison traveled to a
reservoir in the Colorado River, and could potentially affect cities
such as Las Vegas. William Rivers Pitt concludes that “we are
killing ourselves with chemicals, carelessness, and with greed”.
Additionally, “The greed dies hard even when the rivers have
turned to soot and the tap water catches fire.”
In Europe the situation is grim as well. The New Scientist
states that “Europe’s rivers are awash with organic chemicals that
can kill or subtly damage aquatic life”. The Upper Tiza was one of
Europe’s cleanest rivers, but a 40-kilometre flow of toxic cyanide
“has wiped out the river’s entire ecosystem – everything from

microbes to otters”. It is said that in terms of complete destruction, the damage was more than Chernobyl.
Any discussion of the pollution of rivers must take into account the Ganges. This river is worshipped by many Hindus as
a goddess. It is exalted in movies and books for its powers of
purification and absolution. There are pilgrims and other travelers that believe in the curative powers of Ganga Jal. But recently
Ganga Jal has been replaced by Ganda Jal, which is to say that the
water is impure.
By the time the river reaches Calcutta the water is fetid and
filled with toxins and diseases. It is estimated that there are 132
factories that includes tap and die manufacturers. Sampat points
out that “waterborne diseases such as viral hepatitis, dysentery,
typhoid, cholera, gastro-enteritis plague communities up and
down the Ganga.” The Ganges has nurtured the Indian civilisation, but the view in many circles is that while the river can
take care of sins, it cannot handle the pollution. The Ganges is
the sewer for millions. The Modi government has earmarked
the cleaning up of the Ganges as a priority project. The government will also do well to clean up the Yamuna river that is said
to be dying from industrial pollution and untreated waste. The
Yamuna is described as the lifeline of Delhi.
It is estimated that each year mining companies dump over
200 million tonnes of hazard waste into rivers worldwide. Polluting our rivers has to stop. Our rivers give life and they need to be
treated with kindness. A clean river restores beauty and balance
to the ecology.

Environment sustainability in post-pandemic recovery

W

hile lockdown inadvertently helped to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions, it is critically important that sustainability of the environment is at the heart of postCovid-19 recovery efforts. This is according to the South African
National Energy Development Institute.
“This is where the much-talked about Green New Deal
becomes crucial and while it’s no panacea to economic challenges, harnessing its benefits can help grow the economy and
create jobs in a post-Covid-19 world,” says Barry Bredenkamp,
General Manager Energy Efficiency and Corporate Communications at SANEDI.
The GND is a major globally-led government programme
aimed at shaping socially and economically just, green and
renewable energy-powered economies, with societies supporting
human rights, while addressing poverty and inequality. There
have been forecasts by unions, like the Congress of South African
Trade Unions, for example, supportive of the idea that it could
make a difference, creating at least 300,000 jobs – yet this has not
happened. But post the pandemic, it provides an ideal platform
to help stimulate the economy.
SANEDI is not alone in proposing such steps and is proud to
endorse a call by what is being hailed as the largest ever UNbacked CEO-led climate advocacy effort in which 155 multinationals have reaffirmed a science-based commitment to achieving a zero carbon economy, and urging governments to match
their ambition to “prioritise a faster and fairer transition from a
grey to a green economy”.
As South Africa eases towards a return to business, recovery
must be premised on ensuring that the environment is key to a
sustainable future.
“Rebuilding initiatives premised on ensuring that the environment is key to a better future, can assist in addressing the

effects of Covid-19, along with tackling poverty and job creation
through a number of initiatives,” says Bredenkamp.
To this end, SANEDI supports several measures which could
revitalise the post-Covid-19 Green New Deal initiative, among
these being putting climate change projects at the heart of recovery efforts, facilitating funding in green projects, supporting
poverty alleviation and job creation, and focusing on sustainable
energy innovation for impact in urban and rural South Africa.
According to Bredenkamp, the platform is already available
as South Africa is no stranger to the principles of a GND, with
elements of it featuring in the National Growth Plan, while the
Green Fund established in 2012 through the Department of
Environmental Affairs with an initial R800 million seed fund, is
managed by the Development Bank of Southern Africa.
The call to bring about equal distribution of income and
reverse decades of environmental degradation is not unique to
South Africa.
In 2019, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development published its trade and development report calling for
decarbonising the global economy, arguing that it would require
a significant rise in public investment, especially in clean transport, energy, and food systems.
According to SANEDI, integration of actions are key to
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals on climate change,
in particular meeting the targets of the National Development
Plan, whose vision is by 2030 for the country to become fully engaged in the transition towards an environmentally sustainable,
climate-change resilient, low-carbon economy, and a just society.
Putting this into numbers, the goals in the NDP seek to
achieve a reduction of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions
below a baseline of 34 percent by 2020 and 42 percent by 2030.
(green times)
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Covid-19

1918 ‘Spanish’ flu to Covid-19: Lessons learned, or not!

By Sumit Majumder,
10.51 percent and 30.45 percent
Tapas Mondal,
during the “Spanish” flu pandemic
& M. Jamal Deen
in 1918 and 1919, respectively,
n 1918, a century ago, when
following a major collapse in the
the whole world was already
US stock market in 1917. In fact,
fighting in the ongoing World
according to this index, 1919 was
War I, a highly contagious disthe ninth-best year for the US stock
ease like today’s Covid-19 started
market between 1915 and 2019. In
spreading globally. During that
contrast, the DOW index decreased
tumultuous period, except for the
by a colossal 23.2 percent in the first
neutral country Spain, the rest of
quarter of 2020.
Europe imposed heavy censorship
Second, in today’s world, internaon news related to that disease. As a
tional dependence on trade is much
result, even though Spain played no
higher than it was at any other time.
particular role in terms of the origin
The Covid-19 crisis has caused a
Dr M. Jamal Deen
Sumit Majumder
Dr Tapas Mondal
and severity, the disease ended
rapid decline in human demand
up being called the “Spanish” flu. Arguably, starting from the
and purchasing power, which has resulted in huge losses to the
A colorised
American state of Kansas, the disease reached as far as the Indian
export sector of many countries. For the first time in history, we
image of the
subcontinent. According to the US Center for Diseases Control
witnessed the price of any type of crude oil fall below zero as sell“Spanish” Flu
and Prevention, globally, about 500 million people were infected
ers offloaded May 2020 futures contracts by paying buyers to take
(H1N1) virus
– approximately a third of the world’s population at that time,
West Texas crude.
taken by a
and at least 50 million died. Approximately 12 million people are
So naturally, the question arises – what do we do now? How long
transmission
thought to have died in the Indian subcontinent alone, making
do we have to wait to get back to a normal life? Will we ever be
electron microup about five percent of its population that time.
able to go back to the time of pre-COVID-19? The world's greatscope (TEM).
A century ago, people had had no idea about the terrible “Spanest minds, scientists, researchers, economists, and leaders are now
[Photo credit: C.
ish” flu. It was much later when the H1N1 influenza virus was
seeking answers to these questions. Researchers from different
Goldsmith - Pubidentified to have been responsible for the disease. It is worth
countries have been working tirelessly to come up with an effeclic Health Image
mentioning that a different strain of the H1N1 influenza virus
tive vaccine or drug for Covid-19 disease, but this is not easy. It
Library #11098.]
was also responsible for the swine flu outbreak in 2009. However,
can take anywhere from six months to a year and a half, starting
technology has advanced so much in the past 100 years that we
from making a vaccine or a drug, testing its effectiveness and
have already unfolded the genetic details of the SARS-CoV-2 visafety at various stages, to bring it to the market for everyone.
rus responsible for the current Covid-19 pandemic. Nevertheless,
So, are we going to be kept “locked up” until then? This question
there remains some ambiguity about the nature of the Covid-19
sparks debate even among the greatest minds of the world. While
disease, as there was during the “Spanish” flu. As a result, we are
Elon Musk, co-founder of Tesla and SpaceX, is vocal against forcseeing conflicting information and guidelines about this disease
ing people to stay indoors, Facebook’s CEO Mark Zuckerberg, on
just a few days apart. At the outset, it was stated that human-tothe other hand, expressed his concerns about the potential consehuman transmission of Covid-19 was unlikely. The whole world now realises how wrong this
quences of “reopening certain places too quickly”. However, it must be acknowledged that even
information was. People were once directed to refrain from wearing face-masks. A few days later
a “king’s treasury” will run out if the country's economy goes stagnant while the basic needs of a
everyone was advised to wear masks. Besides, false and misleading information was always there
large number of people are still to be fulfilled. The World Health Organisation has warned that
– even a hundred years ago. But misinformation has gone out of control nowadays, thanks to the
Covid-19 may never be completely eradicated. Many people also think that it may come back,
widespread access to the Internet and social media.
again and again, more like the seasonal flu. In that case, shutting down all businesses and
These two pandemics a century apart have also shown us the existing class
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:
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s://p keeping people locked up in homes do not seem to be an effective long-term solur ed
hil.
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inequality in our society. In Bombay (now Mumbai), the “Spanish” flu killed
tion. Eventually trade, commerce, educational institutions must be opened.
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about seven and a half times as many people from the lower castes as the
2
ov As the Covid-19 situation improved in many countries, they have already
VEnglish. While amongst the English, only 8.3 persons per thousand
opened up some businesses. But on the other hand, there remains a fear
died, the number among the lower-caste people was a staggering
of the recurrence of the disease, as what has already happened in Japan,
61.6 per thousand. Even today, if we look at the US, the number of
Germany, Singapore, and China.
Covid-19 patients and the death rate due to Covid-19 is disproThis same pattern was observed during the “Spanish” flu. The
portionately higher in the Black counties than in the rest of the
disease recurred several times between 1918 and 1920, the
country. Of the 3,142 counties in the US, only 22 percent, that is,
second wave of which being the worst one. The first outbreak of
677 counties have a disproportionate share of the black populathe “Spanish” flu occurred in summer 1918. Meanwhile, sometion. However, a study found that as of April 13, 52 percent of all
where in Europe the virus evolved into a more deadly form and
Covid-19 patients in the US are from these counties. In addition,
started spreading across the world thanks to the movement of the
58 percent of the people who died of Covid-19 in the US were
military troops in the World War I. This strain of the virus in the
residents of these counties.
second wave was so deadly that in some cases, people died within
A similar picture is seen in Britain, where people of African and
24 hours of the onset of symptoms. Recently, health officials in the
South-Asian descent are feared to be at a higher risk of dying from
US also issued a warning about the second wave of coronavirus infeccoronavirus than the whites. Needless to say, the economic and social
tions and its potential dangers.
status of the people is closely related to class disparity in the number of
In the past 100 years, we have made great strides in science and technolinfections and deaths. Unfortunately, racism has also become associated
ogy. One hundred years ago, there was no world body that could provide
with the ongoing Covid-19 crisis. The UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
the necessary guidance to deal with such a pandemic. Now we have organisahimself has expressed concern regarding the fact that migrants and refugees in
tions like WHO that is constantly helping us with information and directions about
some countries are being blamed as the source of the virus, and in some instances, they
this disease. Thanks to the advancement of technology, we have been able to test vaccines
are even denied medical care.
for Covid-19 disease in humans at an incredible speed, although it is not yet clear how effective
With such a pandemic comes economic recession. Coupled with the impact of World War I, the
the vaccine will be, or whether it will be available to everyone. It should be noted that during
world economy hit a major low at the time of the “Spanish” flu.
the “Spanish” flu, there was no vaccine for the disease. Then, the
However, judging by the magnitude and longevity of the depresdisease continued to plague for years, gradually disappearing besion a century ago, many feel that the economic downfall due to
cause a group of those who had contracted it died, and immunity
the Covid-19 crisis may appear even more dreadful than that of a
was developed among the rest.
century ago. There are many possible reasons.
Similarly, it is difficult to say when and whether the COVID-19
First, owing to increased public awareness and strict restricdisease will be eradicated. We can rather continue trying to adapt
tions imposed by the governments of many countries, most
to the new situation. Some rules – such as maintaining social
people in recent times kept themselves locked at home. As a
distance, wearing face masks outside, not touching the face, and
result, local small businesses, including tourism and restaufrequent hand washing – may become integral parts of our daily
rants, have suffered heavy losses due to the lack of customers.
routine from now on. According to a team of Harvard researchConsequently, many people have already lost their jobs. An
ers, in the case no vaccines or drugs becoming available, we may
estimated 20 million people lost their jobs in the US in April
have to continue maintaining social distancing until 2022 to build
alone. However, the economic situation was somewhat better a
herd-immunity against the coronavirus. We also need to ensure
hundred years ago during the time of the “Spanish” flu. Although
that one’s social or economic status does not hinder access to
people were warned, enforcement of preventive measures such as
health care. Our previous experience with the “Spanish” flu has
self-isolation and maintaining social-distancing was not as strict
enriched us, and the ongoing Covid pandemic is pushing the
as it is today. Moreover, to ensure a regular supply of materials
human race to expand the boundaries of their knowledge. We
to the ongoing World War I, usual businesses were running in
will make the best use of this experience and surely overcome this
the factories and mines. Many people were forced to go to work
terrible disease one day. Until then, let us stay apart so we can
Final resting place of ‘Spanish-Flu’ victims in Auck- prevail together.
to keep their jobs even when they were sick. As a result, the
number of infections and deaths rose sharply, while the economy land, New Zealand [Image source: https://www.flickr. Sumit Majumder, PhD researcher, Dr Tapas Mondal, Associcom/photos/27345927@N07/6504329169]
was still up and running. The DOW index, which indicates the
ate Professor, and Dr M. Jamal Deen, Distinguished University
performance of the shares of the 30 largest companies listed on the US stock exchange, rose to
Professor are working at McMaster University.
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DIASPORA WRITINGS

Angkor Wat a precious gem, a Hindu Cosmology treasure
“When we refer to 2,000-year-old ties which unite us with India,
it is not at all a hyperbole. In fact, it was about 2,000 years
ago that the first navigators, Indian merchants and Brahmins
brought to our ancestors their Gods, their techniques and their
organisation. Briefly, India was for us what Greece was for the
Latin Occident.”

monument, I imagined what a panoramic view this must have
been during the twelfth century: peacocks with their effulgent
plumes amidst ponds of lotus and tropical flowers, reflecting
the colors of the rainbow; a place for immense learning of the
illustrious stories of India accompanied by deep meditation in
the forests of the mind.
Angkor Wat
This vast architectural complexity in stone expresses what
Prince Norodom Sihanouk
seems to be the entire story of the great Hindu epics – the RaIt is believed that Cambodia was named after an Indian
(Cambodia 1922-2012) Prince Cambojh, who married a local Princess named Meera,
mayana and the Mahabharata. Carvings of Apsaras, beautiful
celestial nymphs dancing with well-proportioned and graceand from which the name Khmer was also coined (as in the
Sojourn into Cambodia
ful forms, adorn many walls. There are many carvings of the
Khmer Empire). Everywhere there were signs of ancient India
battlefields at Kurukshetra in northern India, where the armies
in this land, from gentle brown faces with slight epicanthic
y flight from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia to Seam Reap,
of the Pandavas and Kauravas face off each other for a final
folds bowing with clasped hands in Namaste, to those eating a
Cambodia, in the early morning was fascinating as
assault. The adjoining wall is covered with Bas reliefs of drumsimple curried dish with their families. Those scenes awakened
I looked at the rising sun through the window of
mers and flutists preparing the opposing armies for war.
in me memories of my ancestral home, of times past when
the aircraft. The brilliance of Surya, unobstructed by a single
There are well-defined carvings of chariots and horses where
piety and virtue were the order of the day, only to be disrupted
patch of dark cloud gives one a glimpse of infinity. When one
Krishna instructs the warrior Prince Arjuna on the virtues of
later by vindictive and unscrupulous bureaucrats.
is above the stratosphere, it is easy to ignore the boundaries
fighting for a just cause as a matter of duty, without incurring
Nowhere is this piety felt more than at Angkor Wat, as I
of terra firma. In the air there are no walls of containment
negative karmas. The southwest gallery depicts scenes of the
reflect on the words of author Jon Ortner:
physically or intellectually; no nationality, ethnicity, religious
epic Ramayana in which a major battle between Vali and Sug“As I walked along the huge ancient stones of the causeway leadproclivity, or political ideology. I felt at that point, that if there
riva the monkey king is being enacted, as Rama looks on, while
ing to Angkor Wat, I was forced to look inward and question my
was anything I should give gratitude to, it should be the Sun,
on the right side Ravana presents himself at the palace of Indra.
own significance in the universe. Everything here, from the huge
the giver of life, and the very foundation of mother earth. We
There were battle scenes too, of the Khmer warriors of
moat protecting the complex to the giant Nagas flanking my path,
owe our very existence to this eight billion years thermo-nucle- is designed to make one shrink before the majesty of Vishnu.”
Cambodia defeating the Chams of Vietnam in a battle at sea,
ar ball of exploding energy.
both being Hindu rivals in S.E. Asia. Nearby are Bas reliefs of
Angkor Wat is the largest and most complex Hindu temple
As the plane
martial arts, chess players. and men performing on various muever built and is
descended at Seam
sical instruments. More stone carvings portray cock and boar
situated in the
Reap airport my
fighting as entertainment. while others show what seemed like
heartland of Camthoughts returned
students being tutored by their Guru in matted hair, teaching
bodia. This magto what is one of
the wisdom of old.
nificent temple
the most specThe east gallery depicts carvings of the churning of the
was built by King
tacular man-made
ocean of milk by Vasukhi generating amrita, the elixir of life.
Suryavarman II
structures on the
The second level is adorned with great carvings of Lakshmi,
around 1,150 C.E.
planet. I soon disVishnu, Indra, and an array of Gods of the Hindu pantheon,
and was dedicated
covered that to read
too many to name here. The outer walls represent the edge of
to the Hindu God
books and view
the known world, while the moat further out represents the
Vishnu. Addidocumentaries
cosmic ocean, the domain of the Gods, where Divine dancing
tional work was
about this magnifiportray the act of creation [writer’s interpretation].
done by King Incent temple is not
Angkor was described by a noted European artist as “the
dravarman II and
the same as seeing
greatest known linear arrangement of stone carving in the
Jayavarman VII
and touching it
world”. I could only describe Angkor as a precious gem,
during the latter
first hand. I refer to
representing the treasure of Hindu Cosmology, albeit in a far
part of the twelfth
Angkor Wat, one of
off land, away from the root of Hinduism. Here, the genius of
century.
the most resplenIndian creative intelligence, the preservation of the jewel of InThe temple was
Ornate, carved, polished stone pillars showing engineering craftdent and awe-asdian literature, and the celebrations of the Khmer people were
designed to repmanship 1,000 years ago (Harry Persaud photos)
piring architectural
beautifully preserved for a millennium.
resent Mt Meru,
wonders, built about 1,000 years ago in Cambodia.
Nowhere in the world outside of India is Hindu iconography
home of the Gods in Hindu Cosmology. Although the Indian
There was an excitement, hard to explain, as my spouse,
and art more pronounced than at Angkor Wat in what Maurice
deities Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva were of utmost importance,
Shawn Marie and I checked through immigration and stepped
Glaize, a twentieth century conservator, called “a work of
the Khmer people are now Buddhist. The persistent tradition
out onto the street heading by cab to our pre-booked hotel
power, unity and style having finely balanced elements in preof the people however, reflects many Indic customs and beliefs
downtown. As our cab drove past Angkor Wat, my wife had to
cise arrangements of its proportions”. It is not surprising that
to this day. I spoke to an aged security guard who unhesitantly
restrain me from jumping out of the vehicle as I wanted to take proclaimed that Vishnu is the
the symbol on the
it all in, then and there! I was looking at one of the seven wonCambodian national
protector of universal order, as
ders of the world! Most of the following two days were spent
flag is a Hindu temple
well as the restorer of harcombing this marvelous edifice of human creative genius.
built in honour of
mony in humanity as a whole.
One cannot help but to reflect on the culture and history of
Vishnu, a legacy
From this perspective, the
this magnificent country with its beautiful people. It is difficult
of one of the great
highest and largest tower was
to understand the brutality of Pol Pot and his Khmer Rouge
Empires to have been
built in His honour.
Communist dictatorship that slaughtered and starved to death
inspired by the deep
over two million Cambodians between 1974 and 1979. My
spirituality of India.
Vishnu’s Glory
wife and I were horrified when we visited the mounds of skulls
Because of its
and bones of victims in the killing fields, close to Seam Reap.
enormity, Angkor
Both in India and CamboAny form of genocide is inexplicable in human history. This
Wat can be seen from
dia, Vishnu’s many incarbecomes even more pronounced when one looks at the majspace, representing
nations as Rama, Krishna,
esty of Angkor Wat and its spiritual significance, just a short
power and privilege,
Buddha, and others, are
distance away. There is no comparison among political power,
art, science, and mylooked upon as the fulfilment
greed, and self-emulation with political freedom and spiritual
thology all of which
of the varied aspirations of His
transcendence.
took decades for
followers. This is perhaps why
Majestic Angkor reflected in one of its many ponds
That India had reached across the ocean when it did is
carvers and craftsmen
the transition from Hinduism
understandable, it had reached the pinnacle of its own cultural
to complete with its
to Buddhism in Cambodia
development. India was a mature civilisation having built a
elaborate and intricate Bas reliefs.
went unimpeded during the thirteenth century when King
complete way of life through its creative impulses and adaptAcross from Angkor Wat is another megalithic giant called
Jayavarman VIII, a Hindu, was converted into Buddhism.
ing foreign elements when applicable. That South East Asia
Angor Thom, the Bayon temple, massive and imposing,
Angkor Wat in its majestic glory was described thus: “...
adapted to Indian cultural influences is also understandable;
captivating the imagination of visitors. There are hundreds
at the sight of this temple, one feels one's spirit crushed, one's
these societies had also reached a pivotal point in their own
imagination surpassed. One looks, one admires, and, seized with of temples scattered across the countryside in honour of the
cultural development.
pantheon of Hinduism.
respect, one is silent.
Out of the fusion of Indian and local cultures in S.E. Asia
It seems that all the mystical powers imbibed in the art and
For where are the words to praise a work of "art that may not
grew elaborate expressions of Hindu-Javanese and Buddhistarchitecture of S.E. Asia, built or inspired by ancient Indians,
have its equal anywhere on the globe? What genius this MichelCambodian religious art, craft, and architecture. The Brahmi
are felt to this day. I met an elderly woman sitting on the north
angelo of the East had, that he was capable of conceiving such a
script was introduced by the great Cholan Empire from southstairs of Angkor Wat, her twelfth visit from Holland, eyes half
work... see Angkor and die.”
ern India during the third century C.E. There were no written
Henri Mouhot (1826-1862) French Explorer closed on a serene face. She explained that she could not fathrecords in most of S.E. Asia before the entry of the Indians in
om the depth of intellectual and spiritual beauty of the builders
Angkor is a masterpiece of Hindu architecture surrounded
that part of the world. Linguists have pointed out that apof such a marvel, but will return again and again, until that
by an enormous moat 12 miles in length; over the moat runs
proximately 40 percent of the Cambodian language (Khmer),
realisation is awakened in her. I understood her lamentation.
a massive stone bridge capable of holding the weight of 5,000
has Sanskrit roots. Inscriptions left by Hindu priests help us to
I took a deep breath, my mind dancing with the past. I heard
people, the temple itself holding another 50,000 built on 203
understand S.E. Asian civilisations. Subsequently, Pali, a dethe soft whispers of the wind from the northeast caressing
acres. Within the outer walls are four main ancient librarrivative of Sanskrit, was introduced by Indian Buddhist monks
Bodhi trees as they lean in salutation to the magnificence of
ies, two large Royal baths and several ponds surrounded by
to Thailand and Cambodia.
Angkor.
elaborate gardens. As I stood awe-struck at this magnificent
Harry Persaud was born on the West Coast of Demerara,
Guyana He holds a PhD in Anthropology, and has authored
two books on his Guyanese/Canadian experiences. He is a
writer, poet, and martial arts practitioner.
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‘Mudhead’ Gilkes always returned to his homeland
By Romeo Kaseram
ichael Arthur Gilkes was born on November 5, 1933,
in Georgetown, in what was then known as British
Guiana. According to Al Creighton, Vanda Radzik,
Marina Taitt, and Jocelyn Dow, contributors to Gilkes’ Obituary
that was published in Stabroek News, he did not think much of
his academic achievements at Queen’s College, which he attended as a young man.
As the group reports, Gilkes said his two favourite subjects
at the elite secondary school were English and Gardening.
However, as Stabroek News adds, Gilkes first record of his
work in theatre was in a school production, when he was 12
years old; later, his thespian career would span more than five
decades.
As is also reported in Stabroek News, Gilkes recalled his
childhood as “one of constant moving about in the city –
moving a dozen times over 15 years of his boyhood life”. Such
“placelessness”, as he later described it, was mainly a genetic
trait. As he said, “I have inherited an Amerindian-based,
Caribbean restlessness from my father and grandfather, both
of whom were explorers in their own way, always seeking new
territory.”
In what appears to be well in keeping with this motif of
“placelessness”, Gilkes left Guyana in 1961 for studies in the
UK. He convocated with a BA (Hons) from the University of
London in 1967, and a PhD in English from the University of
Kent at Canterbury in 1967. Also, as Stabroek News notes, he
was the recipient of the Commonwealth Scholarship, 19701973; a Fulbright Fellowship 1980-1981; and was a Leverhulme
Fellow from 1986-1987.
Gilkes’ scholarly pursuits saw his emergence as a literary
critic, with a keen interest in the works of Sir Wilson Harris.
He published two books on Sir Harris’ works, Wilson Harris
and the Caribbean Novel (1975), and a collection that he edited,
The Literate Imagination: Essays on the Novels of Wilson Harris (1989). In 1975 he presented the fifth Edgar Mittelholzer
Memorial Lecture in Georgetown, titled, Racial Identity and
Individual Consciousness in the Caribbean Novel.
He lived for over 20 years in Barbados, where he was a lecturer at the UWI, Cave Hill campus. Back in homeland Guyana
in 1992, he served as Professor in the Department of English,
and advanced the department’s new Master’s Degree in Literature. Gilkes also spent time as Visiting Fellow in the Centre for
Caribbean Studies at the University of Warwick in Coventry,
England. Here his critical studies of Sir Harris progressed,
leading to his editing of the 1989 text, The Literate Imagination:
Essays on the Novels of Wilson Harris.
Gilkes also taught in St Lucia at the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College. This was followed by other positions as the
Quillian Visiting Professor at the Randolph-Macon Woman’s
College in Virginia in the US; he was also appointed to conduct
workshops at the Berkeley Institute in Bermuda.
While Gilkes pursued his scholarly and teaching career, at
the same time he was also excelling as a creative writer, as Stabroek News notes. His poetry appeared in several journals and
publications, with his first published collection, Joanstown and
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Despite his success abroad... it
was always to his native “mudland” that he constantly returned
for inspiration, for subject, for
theme, and for setting of his poetry, films, and his drama...

Michael Gilkes: November 5, 1933-April 12, 2020
Other Poems, a prize-winning volume, receiving the Guyana
Prize for the Best Book of Poetry in 2002. In drama he is best
known for three eminent plays, Couvade, A Dream Play of
Guyana (1972); A Pleasant Career (1992), based on the life and
art of Edgar Mittelholzer; and The Last of the Redmen (2006).
A Pleasant Career and The Last of the Redmen both won the
Guyana Prize for Drama in 1992 and 2006, respectively.
He was also a successful theatre practitioner, and was wellknown and respected as a talented actor, playwright, and a

stage director. In 1968 he directed Derek Walcott’s play Franklin, which had its world premiere in Guyana at Theatre Guild.
Among the many other theatre successes that came under his
directorship were Sweet Talk by Michael Abbensetts in Guyana
in 1968; Shakespeare’s The Tempest in Barbados in 1974; Walcott’s Ti-Jean and His Brothers, similarly staged in Barbados
in 1974. In 1983, he directed Errol John’s Moon on a Rainbow
Shawl in Barbados; Walcott’s Remembrance in Bermuda, St
Lucia, and Trinidad and Tobago in 1999; and The Last of the
Redmen in Guyana in 2006. He received the Earl Warner Trust
Lifetime Achievement Award in Barbados in 2003.
Stabroek News tells us it was in the field of drama where Gilkes’ presence made its greatest impact in the Caribbean. It adds:
“As an actor and director, part of his early career was spent in
Guyana at a very significant period when he practised at The
Theatre Guild in the late 1960s to early 1970s, a period in the
Guild’s ‘Golden Age’, when it flourished as an institution for
both performance and training. At the same time when plays
written by local playwrights were emerging at the Playhouse,
it was an informal training ground in theatre. It grew to be
an exporter of talent as a number of practitioners left there to
become prominent and to push theatre in other places across
the Caribbean, including Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica, The
Cayman Islands and Barbados.”
Stabroek News also notes that in Barbados, Gilkes grew to
become one became one of the strongest pillars of the cultural
establishment and had his most fertile period as a director and
playwright.” It adds, “He worked primarily with Stage One,
the leading company in that country and produced a string
of the most outstanding plays over the eighties and nineties.
First among those was his production of Franklin, the fulllength edition which Walcott reworked from his early one-act
play originally titled The Wine of the Country. Gilkes worked
mainly as a realist with a passion for elucidating meaning out of
Walcott’s text. As he told critic John Theime, he saw this as one
of Walcott’s most dramatic plays, with each character precisely
drawn.”
Despite his success abroad, as Stabroek News notes, it was
always to his native “mudland” that he constantly returned for
inspiration, for subject, for theme, and for setting of his poetry,
films, and his drama.
As Gilkes said: “Life was a continuous discovery. It still is,
and I have become even more restless, more Caribbean, with
age. I consider my address, my location, to be the Caribbean
from Guyana north-northwest along the island chain, slung
like a hammock [among] three Americas, and northeastwards
across the Sargasso Sea to the final Bermudas. I return every
year, like a Leatherback, to renew contact with the original
soil of Guyana where I was born, and will always remain, a
Mudhead.”
Gilkes was a victim of the corrosive coronavirus pandemic,
dying at a London hospital on the night of April 12, 2020.
Sources for this exploration: Wikipedia, and Stabroek News
– https://www.stabroeknews.com/2020/04/19/news/guyana/
obituary-24/.

‘Bargain store’ transactions make for a mixed-up world

F

olks, let us take a walk down memory lane to the bargain
store of yesteryear. In the transactional world, past and
present, marriages and other deals, have been affected
by sexism, racism, and classism. A lot depended on what you
brought into the bargain store. People talked of “marrying up”
or “marrying down”, depending on what you had to “offer”.
Royalty has traditionally been very strict when it comes to
class, pedigree, and marriage. For many years, one had to have
royal, “blue” blood, to get into “the firm”.
Cousins married each other, and genealogy
was very important. No one could slip in
through the back door. Things are starting to
Bernard
relax a bit these days, but disapproval in some
Heydorn
places for loosening the blood requirements
is evident.
Class has been very important, hence
classism. Love they say is blind, but it does
not pay the bills. There were and still are many classes – upper
class, middle class, lower class, and variations in between. Some
folks have even been put into a category called “no class”.
Who did you descend from? Which part of town did you
live in? Did you go to boarding school abroad or the local government school? What is your education or occupation? Being
a doctor or lawyer can be like hitting a six in cricket, or a home
run in baseball! You’ve got it made in the shade. Being a politician in the highest ranks of government was not to be ignored.
A bank manager puts you rising out of the pack and making
a run for it. How about teacher, clerk, and the like? Big business
owner could give you some altitude, but if the business failed,
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you would fall down flat on your backside. As a result, many
folks were taught to “know” their place in the society.
Factors such as good looks and physical attractiveness could
propel you into dreamland! A beauty queen was a huge commodity. The equivalent today would be a rock star.
Men started lifting weights to have a “body beautiful” and
gain attention, to punch above their class, and get them off
the ground. That did not work for me. Anything to put wind
in your sails. Some folks became hangerson or social climbers to people in upper
classes, hoping that they would get noticed.
Getting a job was not what you knew, but
who you knew.
This brings me to the matter of race and
colour. We are now in the thick of things
where the trading got quite complicated.
The situation of race and colour was that
there were many shades in between from black to white or
white to black, whichever way you want to see it (with white
being highly prized) as racism reared its ugly face. If your skin
looked closer to white, then “yuh come good”.
Take Guyana and the Caribbean for example. Researchers
have found a dizzying array of terms to describe shades of skin
colour – mustee, frustee, blackie, whitee, high white, pinky,
cracker, conchy Joe, high yellow, bright, bacra Johnny, bacra
pickney, hard red, red leg, creole white, blue-blood white, white
negro, mulatto, dougla, coolie dougla, putagee dougla, buckman, high brown, medium brown, muddy brown, dutty brown,
chocolate brown, cocoa brown, mix-up and simple brown skin.

Many shades of red people, santantone, sambo, many shades of
black, shiny black, smooth skin black, off-black, black as the ace
of spades, and midnight black. Added to this you had a wide
variety of hair textures, too many to describe here. Why this
state of affairs? Why was race so “important”?
Descendents of slaves and indentured labourers would have
put them at the bottom of the round. It would have been difficult to cross the colour bar. Terms used were derogatory and
still are.
In a prejudicial, colonial society, skin colour was an everpresent visible reality and a way to divide and rule people,
politically, economically, and socially speaking. It is even been
used today by politicians. Where were the voices of dissent?
The religious leaders? The silent majority? Black lives mattered.
All lives mattered – then as now.
Anyone interested in the historical dizzying array of terms
for race and class can reference my book Longtime Days (1998)
– article entitled “Crossing the Caribbean Colour Bar”.
How much has society progressed from the terms and times
that I have described? How much does “transactional” behaviour take place in modern society, whether it’s getting a job,
marrying, having a relationship, or even being able to get rental
accommodation? The times are changing but not changing fast
enough. The fact that there is a rainbow coalition of folks young
and old taking to the streets worldwide these days to protest
man’s inhumanity to man is an encouraging sign. Would it not
be nice if the bargain store could close its door forever and we
could live as one human race? If the creeks don’t rise and the
sun still shines, I’ll be talking to you.
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Persad-Bissessar: UNC will remove corruption
Port-of-Spain – UNC Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar has
vowed to stamp out corruption
under her government, and to
swiftly proclaim and implement
the full procurement legislation.
Also during her address to a
business forum in the southern
city of San Fernando, PersadBissessar took aim at the current
PNM, describing the administration as “most corrupt”.
“It is just that they are very… smart,” she
said of the present government.
She added, “[But] I want to make it very
clear, I fired so many ministers because of the
perception of corruption, [Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley] would not fire them... I give the
commitment today, if you are concerned about
that, I will stamp out corruption whenever I
can; and wherever I can. Where I smell it, see
it, taste it. I will deal with it,” she declared.
Persad-Bissessar noted while she does not
have powers of arrest, she believed all evidence
of wrongdoing should be given to the police
and Integrity Commission.
“I cannot lock up people. I am in the Opposition right now. I’m not the police. I’m not the
DPP. What I’m saying is, if you have evidence
of wrongdoing, then you take it to the police,”
she said.
Persad-Bisessar noted that for five years the
PNM had kept saying there was corruption in
her 2010-2015 administration, yet no one has
been charged.
“Five years they are following the money,
and the only person who get charge is big Mac
[PNM minister, Marlene MacDonald]. She is
not a UNC, is she?” she said.
Persad-Bissessar highlighted what her former administration did, which was to pass

procurement legislation. Also, she noted the
Joint Select Committee had taken the draft legislation to stakeholders, adding that it took five
years to get through the Parliament since the
then PNM opposition had refused to sit on the
JSC.
The procurement legislation was finally
passed, with some parts proclaimed, she said.
The legislation allowed for the appointment of
a procurement regulator and staff.
However, she pointed out since the PNM
government came into office, it has “failed,
and/or refused to proclaim” further legislation.

Said Persad-Bissessar: “I give
that commitment today. When we
get into office, we will proclaim all
of the legislation and implement
it.”
Proper procurement guidelines
will ensure transparency and accountability, and so be a guard
against corruption, Persad-Bissessar declared.
“They cannot hand-pick their
friends and family. They cannot
go down to Australia and buy Austal vessels.
You cannot run off and buy aircraft for Caribbean Airlines. You cannot procure construction works. You cannot procure services sector work by ‘vaps’. It means you will have to go
through a proper process,” she said.
Persad-Bissessar noted National Security
Minister Stuart Young and Attorney General
Faris Al-Rawi have recused themselves a total
of 94 times from Cabinet meetings due to conflicts of interest. She noted Young recused himself 57 times – a cumulative total that was more
than one year of Cabinet meetings.
Persad-Bissessar also responded to Rowley’s
claim that the UNC was bribing voters with old
$100 bills.
“Rowley, you think people in this country so
dotish and stupid that they don’t know what an
old $100 bill looks like? That they will take it
for a vote? If there’s any bribing for votes, it’s
not happening from the UNC. You can take
my word for that. There’s no bribe. What we’re
about are plans and policies to get Trinidad and
Tobago working again,” she said.
Persad-Bissessar also outlined plans contained in the UNC manifesto document, among
these being removal of the online tax; removal
of the ‘nuisance tax’ on Lotto winnings; and repeal of the proposed property tax.

man of the people, regardless of what situation
he has been placed in. Whatever allegations or
accusations thrown against him, my vote will
still be for him, as he has proven time and time
again to be a great MP,” the resident declared.
Market vendor Komtee Bisnath said voting
for the UNC was considered the only choice.
“I am voting for the UNC. Regardless of
whatever the issue is, we can’t vote for the people who will do nothing for us. We will end up
in problems. UNC has always had a vision. Kamla [Persad-Bissessar] does help, and everyone
knows that, so I will be giving them a next try,”
she said.

Several taxi-drivers, again requesting anonymity, indicated a commitment to electing
Padarath.
“[The PNM’s actions are] not going to stop
me from voting for him. That is a tactic, but
that is not going to stop us. The UNC is the
only party with a plan, and I am going to vote
for them,” one taxi driver said.
Another added: “I agree. I am voting for
him no matter what. We have no other choice.
He comes to the people. When you go to his
office to meet him, he will listen to your concerns, and genuinely try to help. So, I’m voting
for him.”

From Page 1
Imbert denied claims the PNM’s revelation
was a deliberate attack on Padarath. He said the
right process must be adhered to for the country’s democracy, and promised to challenge his
bid to represent the area.
He maintained that with Padarath being in
quarantine on nomination day, which was July
17, it did not mean that he could not sign his
consent form as required by law.
Imbert said it was felt by the PNM that a case
could be argued with Padarath being in Trinidad and Tobago on July 17 and not signing the
consent form.
“So, in this particular case, we believe that
the Representation of The People Act is sacred,
and should be followed religiously and it is our
intention to challenge these nomination papers,” Imbert said.
He added if Padarath is elected, and the
courts rule against him, the seat should automatically go to the PNM.
The PNM came under criticism for its opportunistic move, with former Opposition
Senator Wade Mark claiming the PNM has no
case as he called on Princes Town constituents
to come out in their thousands for Padarath.
“If I’m a candidate, and I go to you as the

Returning Officer and you stamp my form and
you tell me I’m clear, your responsibility as the
Returning Officer acting on behalf of the EBC
is to ensure that my form, my nomination papers are in order,” said Mark.
He said the issue being raised by the PNM
is just “old talk” and “desperation”, and further
criticised Finance Minister Colm Imbert for
saying that the PNM will inform constituents
to not vote for Padarath.
“Imagine he’s telling people to not vote for
Padarath. …if you so sure you have a case why
you telling people don’t vote for Barry? Well
I’m telling the people of Princes Town vote for
Barry Padarath and give him 17,000 votes... and
ignore the Minister of Finance who has been a
monumental failure in this country and who
had presided over the contraction of this economy,” Mark said.
He added, “You just have to ignore him completely. Old talk.”
Meanwhile, the EBC is not commenting on
the controversy, citing upcoming legal action
from the PNM.
EBC Corporate Communications Manager
Bobbi Rogers said an internal investigation has
been launched, and it did not plan to engage in
public discourse on the matter.

Kamla Persad-Bissessar

Strong support in south Trinidad for Padarath
Port-of-Spain – The PNM challenging the
validity of Barry Padarath’s nomination will
not stop Princes Town voters from casting a
vote for the UNC, supporters vowed yesterday.
In south Trinidad, fish vendor at the Princes
Town Market, Ishman Ali, said he will be voting for Padarath come election day.
“I am always voting UNC. I am fed up with
the PNM and the lies. I am voting for Barry.
What they say not stopping me,” he said.
Another south
resident who requested anonymity said the claims
made by the PNM
were being used as a
scare tactic to trick
voters.
“It will not affect my vote for the
following reasons:
Barry Padarath
If [Paradath] was
not eligible, then the EBC will not approve his
nomination. The fact that we’re in pandemic,
all rules and protocols have changed. We are in
uncharted territory.”
Additionally, “Barry was in the country and
was under State quarantine. PNM says they intend to file an election petition. What happens
if they changed their minds come August 11?
My vote was wasted. So, if they really intended to use this provision of the law, then they
would have keep that ace in the hole until after
the elections, and just unseat Barry using the
second highest number of votes.”
The resident declared, “This all seems to be
scare tactics to scare UNC voters into abstaining, while PNM voters come out in their numbers.”
Another south resident noted Padarath’s
performance as an MP had informed the decision to vote for him.
“I would still vote for Barry due to the very
simple fact that he has shown himself to be a

PNM - Padarath submitted wrong election form
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Irfaan Ali

UNC congrats
for Guyana’s
President
Irfaan Ali
Port-of-Spain – UNC Leader Kamla
Persad Bissesar on Monday congratulated
newly-appointed Guyanese President Dr
Mohammed Irfann Ali, saying despite
Guyana’s general elections facing significant challenges, democracy and liberty
prevailed in the end.
Following is Persad-Bissessar’s statement:
As the Political Leader of the United
National Congress, I would like to sincerely congratulate newly sworn-in
President of Guyana, His Excellency Dr
Mohamed Irfaan Ali.
While the process of Guyana’s General Election faced many significant challenges in the past months, democracy
and liberty have prevailed in the end.
The strong showing in the polls by
Dr Ali as well as his party, the PPP, was
a clear reflection of the confidence and
faith that the citizens of Guyana have in
the vision, which the PPP put forward
in their campaign, fulfilling the old saying, “the voice of the people is the voice
of God”.
Based on his party’s campaign theme,
“We are stronger together”, there is no
doubt that the expertise, solid vision,
as well as experience of Dr Ali and his
team, would ensure that Guyana continues to go from strength to strength.
As a Caribbean region, we will always be grateful for the invaluable, rich
contributions our Guyanese neighbours
have played in our history, development,
and success on the Global Stage. It is on
this premise we wish the incoming administration much success, not only in
achieving their manifesto plans, but also
working to unite the people of Guyana,
enabling them to maximise their true
potential and create a stronger county.
As the people of Guyana welcome the
dawn of new national leadership and
blossoming economic opportunities, we
acknowledge the contributions of Former President Granger during his term.
As committed partners in Caribbean
development, we offer our unwavering
support to the people of Guyana, and
their new government to ensure that we
work hand in hand, not only to mutually
benefit both nations, but our region as
a whole.
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Historically PNM, Mohammed clan sees divided loyalties

Port-of-Spain – The Mohammed clan in
Mohammedville, San Juan, was this week divided over its leader and resident, Nafeesa Mohammed, ditching the PNM for the UNC. Mohammed’s move to abandon the PNM came less than
a week before the August 10 general election.
The clan has historically been PNM stalwarts,
so it was a bold move for Mohammed, a deputy
political leader, to sever ties with the government and give her support to San Juan/Barataria UNC candidate Saddam Hosein. Mohammed’s late uncle, Kamaludin Mohammed, was a
founding member of the PNM.
Relatives were divided on Mohammed’s support for UNC newcomer Hosein, despite his
three-year tenure in the Senate, with one member indicating clear support for PNM candidate Jason Williams,
and Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley.
Doon Ramdath, who is married to Kamal Mohammed’s sister
Nazma, said he was “supporting Williams 100 percent”.
He added: “I am not a fan of the UNC. I am going with [Jason Williams]. Kamal was one of the people who built the PNM.
UNC never did anything for us. I don’t vote on race, but performance. Rowley will make a better Prime Minister.”
He declared Mohammed would not be an asset for Saddam,
adding, “[Anything] she gets her hands on, she will bring it
down. Why doesn’t she take down her name from the San Juan
market if she so vex with PNM?”
He also lamented how the Mohammed clan had diminished,
and was now diluted with “60 percent outsiders”.
At Kamal Mohammed’s house, nephew Kaleel said: “Kamal's
wife (Salima Mohammed) is bedridden. I am not sure all of the
family is supporting Nafessa. I haven’t made up my mind about
voting.”
In the constituency itself, some residents appeared to favour
the UNC. However, there were also pockets that felt the PNM
candidate was popular, with a strong showing in Barataria, Sunshine Avenue, and Prizgar Road.
Ironically, Williams also seemed to be popular in the UNC
camp, with one member describing him as “a charismatic and
talented young man”. At the same time, it was felt these qualities
were insufficient, that he was “not the right choice for Parliament”.
In Barataria, businessman Ianan Singh said he was no longer
a PNM fan.
“I voted for the PNM before. I would be voting for Saddam.
He is a newcomer, and a young man. I am optimistic about

Saddam Hosein
Nafeesa Momammed
change,” he said. However, he conceded that the PNM’s candidate was “a good one”.
Commenting on feedback from his immediate circle, Singh
said the loyalties were divided: “Some are supporting PNM, and
some UNC. Young people tend to support parties the adults
in the household are supporting. But in contemporary times,
they’re not preoccupied with race, like other generations. They
want stellar representation for themselves, their families, and the
country.”
He also indicated young people were emerging as critical
thinkers and charting a new political vision.
Singh was also skeptical of Prime Minister Keith Rowley’s
claim the UNC had spent (TT) $360 billion, and the PNM had
spent $60 billion less during its term in government.
To that claim, Singh posed the question: “What have they
done compared to the UNC who spent $360 billion? You can
see the evidence in the Curepe Interchange, schools, Preysal Fly-

over, and infrastructure. What has the PNM really done with their money?”
Singh did not give Rowley top marks for the
economy, noting, “It’s hard for businessmen.
But you can’t blame the slowdown on government and Covid-19 in this last phase. Bars were
closed, but groceries remained open. Food always sells.”
In the Sunshine Avenue area of the constituency, resident Norbert Lewis felt both candidates had a fair shot at taking the constituency.
Said Lewis: “[Williams] had his first campaign meeting here. It would be a hard fight for
Rowley. Saddam is popular over the highway. It’s
up to youths to vote. You can have all the activism, canvassing, and ads. But if people don’t
vote, then all fall down.”
At Annie’s Mini mart, businessman Christopher Carlton
Thorpe was manning the UNC base.
He said: “Look at the church, it’s covered in red. It’s redder
here. But people want to give Saddam a chance. Rowley is arrogant. Overflowing with hubris. They are saying Rowley did
nothing for them. People are saying when Kamla was in power,
‘Everybody ate ah food’.”
On El Socorro Main Road Extension, residents Francis Ali
and his brother-in-law Besham Narine both said they watched
the motorcade with Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar
and Hosein.
Said Ali: “Most likely I will vote for Saddam. All of a sudden,
we are in a marginal seat. It has always been a UNC stronghold.
Fuad Khan [former MP and health minister] was the man. Everybody is optimistic about change. The large portion of Aranjuez is going with Hosein.”
Ali said the music provided at Williams’ campaign was enjoyable, but he was not “impressed” with his oratory.
“I listened to his maiden speech. It was lacklustre. He did not
sound convincing and dynamic. You might be able to get people
to ‘palance’, but I don’t think he is a statesman. That’s a different skill. I think he has the backing of an important person in
the PNM. I feel Saddam could better articulate his constituents’
views: he spent three years in the Senate,” he said.
Narine was unsure about voting, saying he was concerned
about what would happen following the election.
“If I voted for my choice, I’m not sure he would get a seat in
the Red House. The candidate would have made a raft of promises. The political party’s leader might appoint another person.
Sadly, my candidate has no voice in the Parliament,” he said.

nancial institution operate, but said that was not surprising.
Young challenged the UNC’s complaint to the Integrity Commission, saying, “Under the Integrity in Public Life section
32(2), it is a criminal offence to engage in what Wade Mark and
the UNC candidate for PoS North/St Anns West did with respect to the Integrity Commission. I will seek legal advice as to
whether I can pursue action against these UNC minions who
consistently engage in defamation.”
Young maintained he has always acted above board.
“I rescued myself at both Cabinet and F&GP. I again repeat

that my father never acted as a broker for any government financing transaction, and my brother is an employee of NCBGF,
which is part of the second largest indigenous financial group in
the Caribbean,” he said.
Additionally, “I dealt with Wade Mark’s misleading of the
population in the Senate when he brought a whole motion comparing mangoes with sapodillas. Wade Mark is not someone that
is taken seriously. The UNC minions are very desperate, and I
look forward to seeing them in court and collecting the damages
from them.”

UNC: Probe conflict of interest with Young’s relatives
Port-of-Spain – The UNC has called on the police and the
Integrity Commission to investigate conflict of interest allegations made against Minister of National Security Stuart Young.
According to the UNC’s allegations, Young’s brother has a position in a finance firm that has received hefty loan contracts with
the government.
Young denied any wrongdoing, and has indicated he is seeking legal advice with a view to take possible action against the
UNC.
The revelation was made
by former senator Wade Mark
and UNC candidate for Portof-Spain North/St Ann’s West
Darren Garner yesterday.
Reading a letter that he sent
to the Integrity Commission,
Garner noted 57 recusals from
Cabinet by Young in the past
five years.
The letter alleged NCB
Global Finance, whose CEO
is Young’s brother Angus, had
(TT) $2.5 billion in loan conWade Mark
tracts with the government. It
has seen its asset base grow from $132 million to $600 million
from 2015-2019.
Saying this was unprecedented growth during a recession, the
letter asked, “Why would the State go to a financial firm such
as NCB Global Financial Ltd to arrange for and raise financing
far beyond what they lend, when they could easily go to a commercial bank?”
The letter said local banks have an asset base of $40-80 billion, and during the period under question had excess liquidity
of $3-4 billion, now standing at $10 billion. Mark urged the police to do a criminal forensic investigation into the matter.
In response, Young, said, “The UNC’s desperation and ignorance is [sic] astounding.”
He accused Mark of not knowing about finance, and how fi-
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PNM’s mudslinging offends Subhas Panday

Port-of-Spain – The PNM is deploying dirty election tactics, year Stuart Young is now coming to say UNC people involved
throwing mud at the UNC, and hoping some will stick, an of- in human trafficking. You know what that means? It means you
fended Subhas Panday said last week.
are thiefing people from a next country, thiefing children, and
Panday is a former UNC government minister, and younger bringing them across the border to exploit them.”
brother to former Prime Minister Basdeo Panday.
He added, “That is an international crime –
At a campaign stop last week, he said he continand he is saying the UNC is involved in human
ues to be offended by the PNM’s references to cortrafficking. That is the biggest lie and you must
ruption, which is continually being leveled at the
reject this idea and reject them.”
UNC.
Panday told his listeners the 2020 genSaid Panday: “The PNM is pelting so much
eral election was the “mother of all elections”,
mud on UNC, hoping some will stick. They saywarning more workers would become uneming how we nasty to make we cower in a corner,
ployed should the PNM be elected to a second
to make you feel shame so you will not vote for
term. Workers at UTT and WASA were earwe,” he said at a UNC Oropouche East cottage
marked for this special treatment, he claimed.
meeting last Friday. At the time, he was lending
Panday also said plans to reform the resupport to UNC candidate, Dr Roodal Moonilal.
gional corporations had a hidden agenda to
Panday said every time an election comes
send half the workers home.
Subhas Panday
around the PNM concocts a scheme to discredit
“The rest who remain – is tax in you back,
the UNC.
because they intend to bring the revenue authority,” he said.
In 2015 there was the Emailgate scandal, allegations that were
Panday weighed in on the money spent on crime, with little
later discredited. In the last local government elections, Panday or no results.
said the PNM linked the UNC to the Cambridge Analytica scanWhile draconian laws were passed, he questioned the equity
dal over alleged breaches of data privacy laws. Police have also of treatment, such as when a minister’s children were seen playclosed criminal investigations into that matter.
ing with a prohibited weapon, an incident that the PNM swept
Said Panday: “All those lies have now been exposed, and this under the carpet.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Mohammed Rafi - a magical voice in India and abroad

By Swati Parashar
through a musical contest, also affected Rafi when Naushad
dil se dil takrata hai; Is rang badalti duniya mein; expressions of
made Mahendra Kapoor sing Chand chuppa aur taare dubey
rowing up with Mohammed Rafi songs was the norm
tragedy: Aapke pehlu mein aake ro diye; Mili khaq mein mohabin the film Sohni Mahiwal. Broadcasting legend Ameen Sayani
for my generation, although Kishore-RD mania had
bat); comedic joys: Chhurri ban kaanta ban O my son; Jane kareached a crescendo in the 1970s.
han mera jigar gaya ji; songs of resistance: Jinhein naaz hai hind recalls that Naushad had to pacify Rafi saying that the song
was only used in the
Such is the love and adulation for the legendary Rafi sa’ab,
par; Sarfaroshi
background and not
that during his lifetime he delivered live performances in the
ki tamanna,
on the hero.
West Indies, Fiji, the US, UK, East Africa, and other parts of the to high end
Khaiyyam’s adworld, apart from his incredible playback songs.
philosophies:
It is hard to put in words the joyful discoveries of Rafi singvocacy of Kapoor to
Ye duniya mil
his fellow composing in Maithili, Bhojpuri, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu or Punjabi.
bhi jaye to kya
ers Madan Mohan
The fine nuances of Rafi’s repertoire have dominated many
hai; Caravan
and Jaidev, reached
conversations across time and space.
guzar gaya. His
Rafi who declined
With July 31 marking his 40th death anniversary, we pay
Azaan, Naats
to work with him.
tribute to an artiste who sang over 7,000 songs in several
and Sufi QawA different matter
Indian, as well as foreign languages, and has inspired many
walis, Shabad
singers — including south Indian greats such as Yesudas and SP Gurbani, and
that neither Madan
Mohan nor Jaidev
Balasubrahmanyam.
devotional
was convinced by
Mohammed Rafi was born in 1924 in Punjab, but his family
Hindu bhajans
Khaiyyam!
moved to Lahore where he received formal music training from continue to
Rafi also entered
the Ustads, not without opposition from his strictly religious
provide spiriMuslim family. In 1944, he moved to Bombay, first singing in
into a conflict with
tual solace to
B. R. Chopra, which
the chorus (for a mere ten rupees) and then moving onto solo
people across
songs under the tutelage of legendary music director Naushad
provided an opporthe world.
tunity to Mahendra
Ali. The rest, as they say, is history.
Despite this
Kapoor to become
There are heart-warming stories of an extremely humble,
extraordinary
the male playback
mild-mannered, soft-spoken, and religious Rafi, who was
and envious
voice of BR films.
popular throughout the cinema world and beyond.
musical career,
The man whose songs popularised many heroes onscreen,
Rafi’s Filmfare awards in the
Rafi was not without his sense of insecurities, contra1960s came for songs that were
hardly ever watched films himself, much to the annoyance of
dictions, quirkiness and regrets. A devout Muslim, he
certainly not his best,
his family, till Deewar hit the theatres. He remained in awe of
attributed his success entirely to the Almighty, but
Amitabh Bachchan, the “superstar”. Not watching films meant
but then he
struggled with his religious identity, espehe would very often not know who his song was filmed on.
was mostly
cially after he performed the Haj, believing
competing
His generosity is legendary and included singing free of
that his singing went against the principles
with himself.
charge for his friends who turned producers, accepting lower
of Islam.
fees on many occasions, raising money for temples, contributRafi’s death
He was constantly troubled by this
on July 31,
ing zakat, singing at religious festivals, giving financial help to
thought, especially when certain mosque
1980, at just
those in need, and even getting medical equipment for local
heads and Maulvis would return his charihospitals from his tours abroad.
55 years,
table contributions on the grounds that he
It is a fact that the Mangeshkar sisters and especially Lata
dealt a big
made a living off a job that was religiously
blow to Hindi
have been held to greater scrutiny (unfairly so) about their
forbidden.
Cinema, and
possible manoeuvrings that prevented talented young female
In times like these, he went off to London.
singers from making a mark in Hindi cinema. However, those
left his fans
Seeing him miserable, his children had
grieving for
musically informed would perhaps opine that, if there was
to send him back to India, where he was
years. He was
any one singer, who
counselled by the
through his sheer
at that time
likes of Naushad
versatility, perfect
rediscovering
and others urging
his voice and
emoting, sublime
him to consider
reconnectvoice and marvelhis unique talent, a
lous octave range
ing with the
divine gift.
audiences
actually marginalised
Lack of his own
a number of male
with several
formal education
Jo Wada Kiya Woh Nibhana Padega - Taj Mahal (1963)
new hits. The
singers of that era,
made him send
Jhilmil Sitaron Ka Aangan Hoga - Jeevan Mrityu (1970)
it was undoubtedly
traditions
his children for
Kaun Hai Jo Sapnon Mein Aaya - Jhuk Gaya Aasman
kept alive by
Mohammed Rafi.
studies abroad,
(1968)
his fans and
Mukesh had once
discouraging their
Hum Kaale Hai To Kya Hua - Gumnaam (1965)
joked that if Rafi ran
followers tell
Bollywood/singing
Kya Hua Tera Wada - Hum Kisise Kum Nahi (1977)
the story of
out of recordings,
aspirations in any
Kar Chale Hum Fida - Haqeeqat (1964)
others like him would
his enduring
form. Frequently
Baharon Phool Barsao - Suraj (1966)
popularity
get a chance (the
changing bungaLegendary Mohammed Rafi delivered live perTeri Bindiyan - Abhimaan (1973)
same Mukesh who ofand adulalows was certainly
formances in the Caribbean, Fiji, US, UK, East
Ye Reshmi Zulfein - Do Raaste (1969)
tion.
ten called Rafi at odd
a quirky thing
Africa, and throughout the world.
Jhilmil Sitaaron Ka Aangan Hoga - Jeevan Mrityu (1970)
hours to express his
Musical
he did, and one
Baghon Mein Bahar Hai - Aradhana (1969)
shows dediappreciation and who
wonders how his
Kya Hua Tera Wada - Hum Kisise Kam Naheen - (1977)
cated to him
encouraged his own
family coped with
Wo Jab Yaad Aaye Bahut Yaad Aaye - Parasmani (1963)
son, Nitin Mukesh,
are organised in different parts of the world, where Rafi fans
frequent displacement.
Yeh Dil Tum Bin Kahin Lagta Nahin - Izzat (1968)
sing his songs to honour his memory. Even in 2020, the latest
to sing Rafi’s songs!).
His daughter-in-law Yasmin
Teri Galiyon Mein Na Rakhe - Hawas (1974)
During those times,
releases still feature Rafi’s old classics in the background.
Rafi mentions that later in life, Rafi
Ye Duniya Ye Mehfil - Heer Raanjha (1970)
There are many who demand Bharat Ratna for this legend,
professional rivalries
possibly regretted his position on
Khush Rehe Tu Sada - Khilona (1970)
did not always transand perhaps the award itself would have acquired respectability,
the “royalty” issue, which led to the
Badan Pe Sitare Lapete Huye - Prince (1969)
had they conferred it to him even posthumously. But we all
late into personal
famous quarrel with Lata (the legends
Kitna Pyara Vaada Hai - Caravan (1971)
acrimony.
know, awards are mere political doles for loyalty, having lost all
did not sing together for a few years).
Ab Kya Misaal Doon - Aarti (1962)
meaning in contemporary times.
Attributing Rafi’s
Filmmakers and music companies
Chaudhavin Ka Chand Ho - Chaudhavin Ka Chand
Remembering Rafi in times like these when Bollywood
dominance to his own
made huge profits on his songs while
(1960)
egotistic scheming
is going through its own churning, means honouring the
he lived off earnings that came as
Jo Baat Tujh Mein Hai - Taj Mahal (1963)
struggles of all those who enrich the cinema world with their
would be a travesty,
fixed fees determined by the producKaise Kategi Zindagi - Jahan Tum Wahan Hum (1968)
for his popularity
artistry, talent, and hard work, not because they have the pediers of the film.
Din Dhal Jaye - Guide (1965)
gree and family connections. Rafi believed that singers could
rested on the sheer
Professionally, the increasing
Deewana Hua Badal - Kashmir Ki Kali (1964)
magic of his voice (on
not be “made”, and that divine blessings alone had carved his
promotion of Kishore Kumar in the
Chahe Koi Mujhe - Junglee (1961)
destiny. For an artiste so adored, respected, and influential in
any actor) onscreen,
1970s bothered him, and there are
Hui Shaam - Mere Humdum Mere Dost (1968)
an industry where privileges and nepotism thrive, he refused
taking the audience
enough anecdotes to confirm that
on a roller coaster of
to promote any member of his family, or to seek favours for
Kishore’s unavailability was a major
himself.
emotions.
reason why Rafi managed to sing for Burman Dada in Guide
He worked with all the leading music directors of that era
Mohammed Rafi will remain the voice of India, but his
and Aradhana. Burman also used Manna Dey very creatively
and ruled the market and popular charts like Binaca Geet Mala. for his classical numbers, pitting him against Rafi in Meri Surat, songs belong to the entire world that embraced him and to all
His repertoire included songs of nationalistic fervour: Aye
those who are filled with hope and optimism for the future,
Teri Aankhen.
watan, aye watan; Kar chalein hum fida; romantic numbers, Jab
whenever they listen to his melodies.
The arrival of Mahendra Kapoor on the Bollywood scene,

G

A selected playlist of
the Master’s hit songs
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Shakuntala Devi - calculating, yes, but not as a personality

By Kabir Firaque
hakuntala Devi (1929-2013), subject of
a new film released last week on Amazon Prime, has always been associated
with an element of mystery. She was not
formally educated, and was far from exceptional in cognitive tests, and yet she could
perform calculations with large numbers in
a few seconds, sometimes instantly. Here is
a look at her skills, and what is known about
how she cultivated them.

S

Sum Total:
Shakuntala
Devi was
popularly
known as
the ‘human
calculating
machine’.

What were her skills?
Cube Roots: It began with extracting cube
roots of large numbers, which she could do
in her head rapidly while still a child in the
1930s. Then in 1988, in a test of her abilities
conducted by the psychologist Arthur Jensen
at the University of California-Berkeley,
Shakuntala Devi mentally calculated the
cube roots of 95,443,993 (answer 457) in two
seconds, of 204,336,469 (answer 589) in five
seconds, and of 2,373,927,704 (answer 1334)
in ten seconds.
Higher Roots: She calculated the seventh root of 455,762,
531,836,562,695,930,666,032,734,375 (answer 46,295) in 40
seconds. This means that 46,295 multiplied by itself seven
times yields that number of 27 digits; Shakuntala Devi worked
backwards from the 7th power to derive the root. This too was
recorded in the test at Berkeley in 1988.

ample 1920-July-31), “[Her] answers came about as fast as one
could start the stopwatch”, the 1988 test at Berkeley found.

Long Multiplication: This is the skill that got her into the
Guinness Book of Records in 1982. At Imperial College on June
18, 1980, Shakuntala Devi was asked to multiply two 13-digit
numbers: 7,686,369,774,870 × 2,465,099,745,779. She got the
answer in 28 seconds — 18,947,668,177,995,42,462,773,730.

Where did she learn these skills?
By all accounts, Shakuntala Devi was entirely self-taught.
Daughter of a circus performer, she travelled with her parents
since she was three years old, and is said to have cultivated her
calculating abilities while performing card tricks. Once she
began to extract cube roots rapidly in her head, she became a
performer exhibiting her skills. By the time she was a teenager,
she was already travelling around the world, usually before
audiences in colleges and universities.

Calendar Calculations: Given any date in the last century,
she could instantly say which day of the week that date fell on.
For example, if you gave her the date July 31, 1920, she would
immediately tell you that it was a Saturday. If the date was stated in the order month, day, year (for example, July-13-1920),
her average response time was about one second. But when the
dates were stated to her in the order year, month, day (for ex-

Beyond her numerical skills, how much
mathematics did she study?
Shakuntala Devi authored several books, including at least
half a dozen on calculations, mathematical puzzles, and grooming children in mathematical skills. The books show she was
familiar with certain mathematical concepts that one usually
learns during a formal education. For example, in some of her

Producer Sharma on economic offences charges

writings she discusses trigonometry
and logarithms. It is most likely
that she learnt these concepts from
extensive reading, but there is not
much literature available on this
aspect of her life.
Even the film does not throw
any light on this aspect of her life.
While it is full of glimpses about her
extraordinary calculating abilities,
the film dwells very little on the
mental processes these abilities were
based on.

So, what explains her calculating abilities?
One of the most comprehensive
accounts is the report on the tests at
University of California-Berkeley in
1988. The psychologist Jensen, who
died in 2012, published his findings
in the journal Intelligence in 1990.
The short answer: Jensen could
not figure out the secret of her skills:
“[None] of the objective test results
begins to explain why or how Devi is able to perform feats with
numbers that are so far beyond what most of us can do in this
sphere as to seem incredible. Her peculiar ability is indeed rare,
perhaps one in hundreds of millions,” he wrote in his report.
Jensen noted a marked contrast between Shakuntala Devi’s
calculating abilities and her “rather unexceptional reaction
times” in elementary cognitive tasks.
“Some kind of motivational factor that sustains enormous
and prolonged interest and practice in a particular skill probably plays a larger part in extremely exceptional performance
…,” he said.
Did the tests provide even a hint on the processes she followed? In his report, Jensen speculated that most of the basic
operations involved in her performance probably became
automatised during her childhood.
“Devi ‘perceives’ large numbers differently from the way
most of us ordinarily do. When she takes in a large number
(and she must do this visually), it undergoes some transformation, almost instantly — usually some kind of simplification of
the number,” Jensen said.

D

elhi Police has arrested a film producer from Chanhis plans to make one international movie every year,” Mishra
digarh for allegedly duping investors of crores. It is
said.
alleged Sharma invited investors into his schemes on
Several bank accounts of Sharma were detected and frozen
the pretext of getting them high returns, investigating officials
to safeguard the interest of investors.
said on Sunday.
A lookout circular was also issued against Sharma to prevent
Chanderkant Sharma, 41, co-owns the CineMirchi Produchim from fleeing the country, police said.
tion, and has produced two movies, The
“During investigation, we got to know
Great Indian Casino, released last year, and
that the accused continued with his investLust Wala Love, which has not yet been
ment schemes and was re-launching his
released.
fraudulent plan from unknown destination.
A probe was initiated against Sharma by
In the meantime, he started threatening
the Economic Offence Wing of the police,
the complainants of dire consequences if
following receipt of at least 88 complaints
they did not withdraw the criminal case
against him. He was arrested from Chandiregistered against him,” the officer said.
garh last Saturday night, police said.
A case was registered against Sharma
The complainants alleged they were
under Section 420 (cheating and dishontrapped into a collective investment scheme
estly inducing delivery of property), 406
floated by Sharma through his company,
(criminal breach of trust) and 120 B (crimiCinemirchi Productions Pvt. Ltd.
nal conspiracy) of the Indian Penal Code.
The approximate amount of money
Later, Section 506 (criminal intimidation)
invested by the complainants is nearly Rs
was also added, police said.
six crore, police said, adding the number of
The investigating team conducted raids
complainants in the case could go up, and
at various locations in Delhi and outside
the amount up to tens of crores.
the city.
According to the police report, Sharma
The accused kept changing his contact
invited investors in the entertainment
numbers frequently, but was in constant
Chanderkant Sharma at the
sector and other undefined projects by the
touch with his close aides, police said.
Cannes 2019 film festival
company promising high returns of more
He would travel at least 100 km from his
than 70 percent. The promised returns with weekly payouts was hideouts to use WhatsApp, so that his exact location cannot be
then abruptly discontinued by Sharma.
traced, Mishra said.
He also vacated his Najafgarh residence and closed his
Raids were also conducted in Jaipur, but by the time police
Dwarka-based office in Delhi, before shifting his base without
arrived there, he had left the city. He was finally traced from
informing investors, police said.
Chandigarh, he added.
Joint Commissioner of Police, EOW, O. P. Mishra said the
Sharma appeared in the court on Sunday, and was been resuspect indulged in extensive publicity campaigns in relation
manded to five days in police custody, police said. An investigato his purported business in the entertainment sector, and also
tion in now underway.
published his photographs with some leading celebrities of Bol“During probe, it came to notice that investors were promlywood and Hollywood to attract investors.
ised a return of over 70 percent on weekly basis. The accused
“The company invited investors to luxury hotels in Delhi
had also created an ID for every investor through which they were
and Mumbai where they held seminars to get investors in their
offered further cash incentives of five percent for introducing new
multi-level marketing schemes. Sharma also publicised about
investors in the chain,” the officer said.
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Amitabh Bachchan

Bachchans coping with Covid-19

B

ollywood superstar Amitabh Bachchan has been
released from the hospital following a battle with
coronavirus.
The 77-year-old Bachchan was hospitalized in Mumbai
for three weeks. He is among the most prolific actors on
the Indian film scene.
“My father, thankfully, has tested negative on his latest
Covid-19 test, and has been discharged from the hospital,”
the actor’s son, Abhishek Bachchan, tweeted on Sunday.
Abhishek added: “He will now be at home and rest.
Thank you all for all your prayers and wishes for him.”
Abhishek was also hospitalised with the virus last
month. In a separate tweet Sunday he said he remains
hospitalised “due to some comorbidities”.
He added: “Again, thank you all for your continued
wishes and prayers for my family. Very humbled and indebted. I’ll beat this and come back healthier! Promise.”
Abhishek’s wife, Aishwarya Rai, and their eight-year-old
daughter, Aaradhya, alos tested positive with the coronavirus last month. They were both released from the hospital
last week.
On Sunday, Amitabh wrote on Twitter after he was discharged that he was “back home in solitary quarantine”.
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278 Eddystone Avenue
North York
(South of Finch off Jane St)

647

Now
Open

344.7700

5 DOUBLES 5 FREE
Specials:

BUY

& GET

DHALPURI/
&
BUY 5 PARATHA GET 5 FREE
BUY 5 ALOO PIES 5 FREE
& GET
Everyday Specials:
Veggie Roti Only $
Chicken Roti

6.99
99
$6.
99
$6.
99
$6.
$

Jerk Chicken with Rice & Peas
Bone Chicken with Roti or Rice
Shrimp Roti Only

Opening
Hours:

4.99

Dhal, Rice & Smoked Herring
Callaloo, Rice & Stew Chicken
Pachowni with Rice & Dhal
Stew Chicken with Rice & Dhal

Wednesday to Saturday
Sunday					
Monday & Tuesday		

9 am to 7 pm
9 am to 4 pm
Closed

We do small & large catering. Uber Eats Delivery.
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Sir Everton: ‘Grace, gentility, and greatness’

S

ir Everton Weekes was a man with ‘grace, gentility, and
greatness’, which he used to bridge delimiting boundaries,
and in so doing, ushered in an era that saw an unshackling of the colonial stranglehold on the consciousness of the
Caribbean region.
That was how Professor Sir Hilary Beckles described Sir
Everton Weekes during delivery of the eulogy at the near-fourhour funeral service for the late West Indies cricketing great. It
was held at the Kensington Oval in Barbados last Friday.
Sir Hilary told the gathering, which included Barbados’
Prime Minister Mia Mottley, and Governor General Dame Sandra Mason, that Sir Everton had defied his historical and social
origins to claim his place at the pinnacle of global success.
Noting Sir Everton had been “little in physical form and less
so in monetary value”, Sir Hilary noted the outstanding cricketer had still emerged as “the greatest giant in a global world filled
with giants, completing the near impossible climb to the top”.
Said Sir Hilary: “Sir Everton was one of the greatest revolutionaries of our Caribbean world because he deliberately designed a method to turn this [colonial] history upon its head.”
He added: “He was a disturber of the colonial peace that
denied any justice. He emerged as a dignified man, representing everything he was not meant to be. If ever a bat became a
bridge, if ever a bat became a beacon, if ever a bat became a baton, it was the bat in the hands of Everton DeCourcey Weekes.”
Sir Hilary said the life of Sir Everton bore witness to those
traits, describing him as, “a special gift so precise and profound
as to be near extinction in the competitive culture of global
humanity”.
He added Sir Everton’s achievements had to be evaluated
against the backdrop and context of the history of slavery, with
which the descendants of Africans had to deal.
Sir Hilary said Sir Everton’s distinction as a phenomenal,
proven performer on the cricket field, in combination with
Walcott and Worrell, laid the foundation for the West Indies’
rise to the top of the World Test table by the Sir Garry Sobersled side from 1965-1967.
He said Sir Everton was much more than was represented by

his statistics.
“Numbers are never enough. Behind the figures reside the
configuration of life and living. It is the grand narrative of
which they are merely a part,” said Sir Hilary.
Additionally, “Behind the numbers there is the hidden history. With Sir Everton, the truth of this history is even more
palpable.”
Sir Hilary described an interview with Sir Everton in which
he asked him how he managed to deliver the five back-to-back
centuries in 1948-1949.
According to Sir Everton, “Back in those colonial days
performance on the field and selection didn’t always go hand
in hand. A poor boy like me who couldn’t vote, when selected
to play for his country had to shame the selectors. You had to
make so much runs that the selectors would lose sleep if they
didn’t pick you.”
Sir Hilary noted in the 1950-1951-period, when Barbados finally won adult suffrage, the global cricket community
bestowed upon Sir Everton the title of the best batsman in the
world.
“In this recognition and elevation as the first Barbadian to
be classified and celebrated as Number One in the world in any
approved and respected endeavour represented a seismic and
seminal moment. A country not yet a nation state and under
colonial oppression received its first international endorsement
as a place that produced performance and excellence,” Sir Hilary said.
Sir Hilary also underscored Sir Everton’s contribution to national development, describing his emergence as a world class
figure as one of the driving forces in creating a new national
consciousness.
“He was the metaphor that defined the mentality necessary for the making of a nation. He placed his country and
region above the cruelty of history. He became the champion
of achievement and liberation of our people with dignity,” Sir
Hilary declared.
He added: “The masses that followed Marcus Garvey into
rejecting colonialism in preference of democracy had produced

Kemar Roach

Roach moves up one place
in rankings with 4-wickets

K

emar Roach’s four-wicket first innings haul in the Old
Trafford third Test that concluded last week was him
gain one place in the International Cricket Council’s
Test bowling rankings.
The 32-year-old seamer, the leader of the West Indies attack,
is now in 15th place, and is one of three maroon caps in the top
20.
Roach finished with four for 72 in England’s total of 369 all
out, becoming the ninth West Indies bowler, and the first in 26
years to reach 200 wickets in Tests.
He finished the three-Test series with eight wickets as West
Indies lost the final Test by 269 runs to concede the series 2-1.
Meanwhile, West Indies captain Jason Holder, dropped two
places to fifth after picking up just two wickets in the final Test,
while speedster Shannon Gabriel remained in 19th place after
claiming two wickets.
Off-spinner Roston Chase, the only other West Indies
bowler in the top 50, remained in 31st place by taking ten
wickets in the series.
In the batting rankings, Shai Hope rose two places to 68th
place following scores of 17 and 31 in the final Test. It was the
only bright spark of the tour for the 26-year-old, who struggled
with 105 runs overall at an average of 17.
Holder remained the highest ranked West Indies batsman
at 41st place, with wicketkeeper Shane Dowrich at 48th, with
opener Kraigg Brathwaite at 50th place to complete the top 50.
Australia’s Steve Smith continued at the top of the batting
rankings, while his fellow countryman Pat Cummins continues
to dominate the bowling rankings.
There was no change in the all-rounders rankings, with
Holder lying second behind top ranked Ben Stokes of England.
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an icon that represented their dreams for future generations.”
Sir Garfield Sobers headed a distinguished list of mourners
which included legendary fast bowler Sir Wes Hall, Sir Gordon
Greenidge, Desmond Haynes, Joel Garner, Charlie Griffith, and
former West Indies captain Brian Lara, who was a pallbearer.
Sir Everton’s son, the former West Indies wicketkeeper
David Murray, was also in attendance, along with Barbados
Cricket Association president and Cricket West Indies director,
Conde Riley, and UWI Cave Hill principal, Professor Eudine
Barriteau.
Sir Everton was buried at Three Ws Oval of the UWI Cave
Hill Campus, alongside Sir Frank Worrell who died in 1967,
and Sir Clyde Walcott who passed away in 2006.
Sir Everton made his international debut at 22 years for the
West Indies in January 1948, and played 48 Tests. He died on
July 1 at 95 years old following an extended illness after suffering a heart attack in early 2019.
Long heralded as one of the finest batsmen to have graced
the game, Sir Everton scored 4,455 runs including 19 centuries
between 1948 and 1958 at an average of 58.61.

South Africa pass on Caribbean tour

S

Roston Chase

Barbados Prime Minister Mia Mottley (centre), with
Sir Hilary Beckles (left), and a friend of the Weekes
family, Adrian Donovan, lay a wreath on the grave of
Sir Everton Weekes.

outh Africa will not tour the Caribbean in September,
its governing body South Africa Cricket confirmed last
week. The decision dealt a harsh blow to plans by Cricket
West Indies’ to host a major series this year in order to boost its
ailing finances.
Former Test captain Graeme Smith, CSA’s director of cricket,
said with South Africa’s players set to be involved in the rescheduled Indian Premier League, the window had become too
narrow for an overseas bilateral tour.
The lucrative IPL will now
be staged in the United Arab
Emirates between September
19 and November 10, its organisers revealed last week.
The timeframe for the series
had been also identified by
CWI as a possible window to
host South Africa in a short
Test or limited overs series. It
was hoped these games would
take place at the back end of
the Caribbean Premier League,
which run from August 18 to
Johnny Grave
September 10 in Trinidad.
“West Indies has been postponed indefinitely. We are struggling to find a time with the IPL being fitted in. It looks like our
players are going to be needed from the beginning of September, government-permitting, and travel permitting,” he said.
Smith added: “Sri Lanka also [postponed]. I expect that once
things get up and running, our team, on the men’s side, I would
say from November onwards, if all goes well, it will be a really
busy period for South African cricket, probably playing in
times that we haven’t played before, and trying to cram in a lot
of the missed tours.”
South Africa were scheduled to play two Tests and five
Twenty20 Internationals from July 23 to August 16 before the
Covid-19 pandemic halted cricket across the globe.
But with West Indies’ three-Test tour of England is being
hailed as a success for “bio-secure” cricket, the CWI had hoped
this would lure South Africa to the Caribbean in order to kickstart its home programme.
However, CWI Chief Executive Johnny Grave had also acknowledged that any home series would have been dependent
on when the IPL was played.
“We very much hope that South Africa will be able to come
here in September for either a T20-only tour or a Test-only tour
at the very least,” he said.

Additionally, “It will be dependent on the IPL. South Africa
have a number of their Test players who have IPL contracts,
whereas this current Test team we don’t have any IPL players
in. We won’t be able to play Test cricket against South Africa
during the IPL – Cricket South Africa have made that very
clear to us. They’ve got a commitment to their players to allow
them to go and play in the IPL.”
With New Zealand limited-overs tour initially planned for
July 8-19 also postponed, it means cash-strapped CWI are
without any means to improve
its ailing finances.
Meanwhile, Cricbuzz reported last week the 2020 edition of the IPL will be played
in Dubai, Sharjah, and Abu
Dhabi. The games would be
subject to necessary clearances
from the government of India.
According to the IPL
governing council, there will
be ten double-headers in
total, with matches at 19:30
IST instead of the 20:00 IST;
Graeme Smith
afternoon games will be played
starting at 15:30 IST.
Also, four matches of the Women’s T20 Challenge will take
place during the IPL play-off week, and will be played by three
teams.
The Governing Council also reviewed the Player Regulations for replacement players for 2020 season, indicating that
comprehensive Standard Operating Procedures will be finalised
and published in due course. It also indicated the SOP will include the agencies to execute and deliver a bio-secure environment for safe and successful conduct of the IPL 2020 season.
According to Cricbuzz, the squad size will be 24 players per
team, with substitutes and replacements to the squad given
some leniency. It is also understood that the sponsorship
partners of the IPL, including Chinese mobile manufacturing
company VIVO, is set to continue.
The Twenty20 league was originally scheduled to begin
in late March, but had to be postponed due to the Covid-19
crisis. Also, postponement of this year’s Twenty20 World Cup
in Australia, again due to the pandemic, threw a lifeline to the
Twenty20 league which holds most of the big names in contemporary cricket.
However, there were no realistic chances of hosting it in
India, which continues to struggle with the Covid-19 crisis.
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GTA LEADERS REALTY INC. BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Ave West, Suite 26
Vaughan Ontario L4L 4C2

TEL: 416-241-3337

FAX: 416-987-0056
gtaleaders@gmail.com
www.teamgtahomes.com

Abdool Saif Saheed

Shawn Ambedkar

Sales Representative

Sales Representative

Cell 647-804-0764

Cell 437-235-7599
YORKWOOD CONDOS
JANE & SHEPPARD
STARTING FROM
LOW $300s

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• Life • Mortgage
• Disability
• Travel • Visitor
• Critical Illness
• Super Visa
• RESP & RRSP
• Investment
If you fail to
plan, then
you’re planning
to fail.
Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor
Cell: 416-731-7527

Rahul Khanna
Sales Representative

Cell 647-804-0764

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record

Cell 416-731-7527

Tel: 647-852-7243

HOME IS WHERE
YOUR STORY BEGINS

$649,900

I

started looking for my first
home five years ago. My husband and I found GTA Leaders Realty where we worked closely
with Abdool Saheed. We were first
time home buyers and we wanted
to make the right move and invest
in our first home as newlyweds.
We started the process and landed
the right home for us in Central
Ajax. We couldn't have been happier.
We are now approaching our
fifth wedding anniversary in May
and our perfect home for two is no
longer a fit for three.
We contacted Abdool again to
sell our house and help us to find
our new dream home.
It has been nothing but amazing
working with a professional caring
individual and his team. He sold
our house and we were able to buy
our new dream home.
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Nestled In One Of Whitby's Finest
Communities, Close To Shopping,
Schools, Transit 'Willows Walk'
By Solmar Is A Place You Want To
Call Home. This 3 Bdrm & Media
Nook On The 2nd Flr Shows Pride
Of Ownership. Ceramic Floor &
Mirrored Closet Doors Greet You
At The Entrance. The Kitchen
Is Breathtaking With Plenty Of
Cupboards & Pantry. Backsplash
Is Illuminated With Under Cabinet
Lighting.No Carpet In The Whole
House. Must See. Too Much To
List, Just Move In!

$699,900
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MORTGAGE
1st, 2nd and Refinance
PROPOSAL / BANKRUPTCY
Make One Small Monthly Payment
For all Your Debts
INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal - Business
Business Registration
HST - Payroll - WSIB

Abdool Saheed
Cell: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
647-293-8397
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$679,900

Beautiful 4 bedroom, semi-backsplit
home in Brampton. Bright home
with lots of sunlight, eat-in-kitchen,
hardwood floor thru-out, large
paved driveway, large shed in backyard. New H/E furnace. Close to all
amenities. Move-in ready. Transit
and easy access to Hwy 410.
Location! Location! Location!
Freehold townhouse with 3 bedrooms + potential for 2 more bedrooms. Walkout to 2 balconies. Close
to all amenities including places of
worship, shopping centres, steps to
TTC, seconds from 401, 400, & 07.

